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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
This report augments the annual report for 1981 that des-
cribes the work performed by the Virginia Tech Satellite
Communications Group under Jet Propulsion Laboratory Con-
tract No. 955954. This report details the modeling phase of
the overall effort. A separate report was necessary because
of the already excessive length of the annual report.
This year's effort in modeling consisted of five tasks.
These tasks and a brief report on the progress made in each
follow.
1. Simple Attenuation Model. The development of the
simple attenuation model is complete. It consists
of an exponentially shaped spatial rain rate dis-
tribution. Many comparisons to measured data and
to other models have been made. See.Chapter 3 for
a more complete discussion.
2. Attenuation Exceedance Testiag. This effort is
°	 the prediction of rain attenuation exceedance sta-
tistics. The procedure is to couple a rain rate
exceedance model (such as that recommended by
CCIR) with the simple attenuation model which
h
R
predicts slant path attenuation for a given point
rain rate. Results of this technique are also
found in Chapter 3.
3. Isolation versus Attenuation. After the spatial
rain rate distribution is established it can be
used together with a complete depolarization com-
putational model to calculate isolation (as a
function of attenuation). This particular task is
incomplete because of the extensive effort
, required on the development of the spatial rain
"aw	rate distribution (Task A) and the development of
the multiple scattering model (Task E), both of
which must precede this task.
4, Single Particle Scattering Computations. In order
to make complete depolarization calculations for
rain media the single rain drop scattering coeffi=
cients must be evaluated at the frequency of
r
interest. This task was completed by developing
and testing a computer program for calculation of
oblate spheroidal rain drops. It uses the Fre-
dholm integral equation method. Unfortunately,
5. Multiple Scattering Model. The derivation and
initial testing of a general rain depolarization
model which includes multiple scattering effects
has been completed under this task. Chapter 5
discusses this effort in detail. In Chapter 2 the
multiple scattering model is placed into perspec-
tive relative to other computing capabilities.
1
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Chapter 2
MODELING CAPABILITIES
In the past several years three levels of rain propaga-
tion computing capabilities have been developed. It may be
helpful to summarize this capability before proceeding into
the details of the recent findings.
1. SAM - Simple Attenuation Model. This model is
intended for use in predicting rain attenuation
encountered on earth-space communication links.
Given the earth terminal location, attenuation
versus point rain rate is easily calculated.
Further, input of the rain rate exceedance (such
as the appropriate global rain rate region adopted
by CCIR) permits prediction of attenuation excee-
dance (percent time during the year a given atten-
uation level is exceeded) on a worldwide basis.
Although computing capability over the frequency
range of 1 to 1000 GHz exists, only the 11 to 35
GHz band has been tested.
2. RPP - Rain Propagation Prediction Model. This is
a first-order multiple scattering model developed
for computation of isolation and phase as well as
-4-
rattenuation as a function of point rain fall rate
on an earth-space 1-I nk.	 The program can be used
1
for instantaneous or average computations by
entering the appropriate spatial rain rate profile
in a piecewise (ten level) uniform manner. 	 The
' restriction on the capacity of the method-is that
LL
computations are restricted to frequencies for
which single rain drop scattering coefficients are
- available.	 Currently the program operates at fre-
quencies of 11,	 la, 20, and 30 GHz.
i
3.	 Multiple Scattering Model.	 This program operates
L
f„
in essentially the same manner as RPP with the =
rr
Eyy
b
same inputs and outputs.	 The algorithm is, how-
fC'H
ever, more general in that all orders of multiple r
scattering are included.	 The recent computer pro-
gram version of this technique has shown that num-
ercial results are very similar to those of the
RPP first-order multiple scattering program for
I_ frequencies of 30 GHz or under.	 Differences are
expected to occur for higher frequencies. 	 The
multiple scattering computer program is not only
more general than RPP but is also computationally
more efficient.
The modeling capabilities are illustrated in the block I	 '
diagram of Fig. 1.
	
Since the multiple scattering model is ±
w 1
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SAM
Input:	 Link characteristics and location
Rain rate exceedence
(for %T vs A Prediction)
Output: A vs R, T% vs A
Restrictions: 1 to 1000 GHz
(Tested in 11-35 GHz range)
RPP
First-order multi p le scatterin g with cellular input
Input:	 Link characteristics
Rain p rofile-p iecewise uniform
Output: R. A, I, o
Restrictions: 11, 141 201 30 GHz
Multiple Scattering Program
Operates in essentiall y some manner as
RPP, but is more efficient and includes
multi p le scatterin g effects,
Sing le Drop Scatterin g Coefficient Program
Run for several dro p sizes at a given
frequency . Curve fit to give coefficient
as function of dro p size,
Figure 1. Summary of rain propagation mdeling capabilities at Virginia
Tech.
i"
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more general and is computationally more efficient than RPP,
the multiple scattering model is ;recommended for future
depolarization calculations.
C
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Chapter 3
THE SIMPLE ATTENUATION MODEL
This chapter is similar to the paper in the Nov/Dee 1982
special issue of Radio Science on the NASA Propagation Pro-
gram. More details can be found in the interim report
"Estimation of Rain Attenuation on Earth-Space Millimeter
Wave Communication Links," by W. K. Dishm<.n and W. L. Stutz-
man published May 1982.
3.1 INTRODUCTION
As earth-satellite communications increase, economic con-
siderations become more important. One method of reducing
system cost is to operate with lower signal power margin.
Accurate calculation of predicted signal power budgets per-
mit systems to operate with a narrower margin for fading.
Central tcc such calculations for links operating above 10
GHz is the accurate modeling of rain fading [Crane, 1977;
Ippolito, 1981]. Initial attenuation prediction attempts
involved extrapolation of measurements to other locations,
frequencies, and elevation angles. The complex nature and
regional variability of rain make this approach highly inac-
curate. Over the past several years research activity has
Y:
been very vigorous with many models being proposed in an	 i{
-8-
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attempt to improve predictions. A wealth of literature
exists and the reader is referred to several review papers
.
	
	
[Rogers, 1976; Crane, 1977; Lane and Stutzman, 1980b; Brus-
sward, 1981; Ippolito et al., 19821.
There are some areas of attenuation modeling which are
incomplete due to the lack of sufficient physical data.
There is also some disagreement among researchers about how
the problem should be attacke.i. These not withstanding,
research investigations over the past several years have,
indeed, moved closer together in approach. As pointed out
.v	
T	
by Brussard [1981], rain propagation research has the goal
of providing information useful for communication system
design. With this is mind the following have been identi-
fied by Fedi [1981a] as being desirable features of a pred-
iction method:
1. Simple. The model should be easy to apply to com-
munication system calculations. The unnecessary
introduction of new parameters and mathematical
complexity is to be avoided.
_	 P	 Y
2. Physically sound. As much as possible, the model
should be checked against directly observed physi-
cal data, such as spatial rain behavior.
3. Data Tested. The model should be tested against
I:
measured data from many different regions. Empha-
sis should be given to the data at low percentages
of time that are of most interest to system
designers.
4. Flexible. As more data becomes available and a
deeper understanding is obtained, model refine-
ments surely follow. The model should be struc-
tured to accept modifications.
Herein a prediction method that incorporates all of the
features mentioned above is presented. In spite of converg-
ing thought, it would be presumptuous to report that this
work represents the prevailing trends of all researchers.
However, even though differences are present in current
models, the opportunity is taken to include many commonly
accepted elements into a single model. Complete details on
this investigation are given by Dishman and Stutzman [19821.
In Section 3.2 of this report fundamental concepts of
attenuation modeling are discussed. In Section 3.3 we deal
with the difficult problem of describing the spatial distri-
bution of rain and we propose an exponential rain rate pro-
file. The complete attenuation model is presented in Sec-
tion 3.4 and it is evaluated by comparison to measured data
from many experiments around the world and to predictions
from other models.
i 	 :1
--	
-
3.2 FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS IN ATTENUATION MODELING
All attenuation models are ":semi-empirical" in nature in
that they employ attenuation data in the development of the
Model.	 This is done, however, to various degrees and we
shall classify attenuation models as using either an empiri-
cal approach, a rain-cell approach, or a rain profile
approach.	 The Empirical approach develops an expression for
attenuation directly from measured attenuation. 	 Models
based on a completely empirical approach are usually easy to
apply, but do not relate directly to rain parameters. 	 The
methods of Lin [1979] and the CCIR [1981b] are examples of
empirical models. 	 Models based on a rain cell approach
include the physically realistic idea of a randomly located
"cell".
	 The rain-cell models of Misme and Waldteufel [1980]
and Lane and Stutzman [1980a, 1980b] require computer pro-
grams for evaluation.
	 Models based on a rain profile employ
an effective rain rate spatial distribution and are gener-
ally easy to use.
The decision of which approach to select for attenuation
prediction is guided by the desirable features of a model
discussed in Section 3.1. In particular, the model must be
simple and physically sound. Empirical models are usually
easy to use, but lack the necessary physical foundations,
which in turn, leads to questions concerning the range of
applicability. On the other hand, rain-cell models are more
physically acceptable, but are generally more complex. It
-11-
has been found [Lane and Stutzman. 1980a, 1980b] that a
rain-cell model which is stochastic in nature, allowing for
the rain cell position to be random, is unnecessary and that
a space-fixed rain profile is sufficient for prediction of
average attenuation. Thus, we select the rain profile model
approach, which contains both the elements of being physi-
cally sound and simple.
Now, the rain attenuation modeling problem using the rain
profile approach can be divided into three different areas
[Fedi, 1981a]: (1) The relationship between specific atten-
uation and rain rate; (2) The statistics of point rainfall
intensity; and (3) The spatial distribution of rainfall.
The first two areas are relatively well understood and have
received much attentic?a in the literature. A brief discus-
sion of these topics will be presented in this section along
with a discussion of the path integral concept. The spatial
distribution of rainfall will be treated separately in the
next section.
3.2.1	 Specific Attenuation	 +
The relationship between specific attenuation and rain
rate is approximated by the familiar power law relationship-
.
a(R) = a Rb	[dB/km.]	 (1)
where a and b depend upon frequency and the microstructure 	 e
of rain. The theoretical basis for this relationship has
-12-
been given by Olsen et al.[1978]. The main parameters also-
,
ciated with the microstructure of rain are the shape, size
distribution, and temperature of the raindrops.
Raindrops are usually assumed to be either spherical,
oblate spheroidal, or of the shape described by Pruppacher
and Pitter [1971]. Use of the latter two shapes allows one
to include the effects of wave polarization, drop canting
angle, and slant-path elevation angle in the calculation of
specific attenuation. Attenuation values computed assuming
spherical drops generally lie between the extremes of values	 y ;i
computed for vertical and horizontal linear polarization
assuming distorted drop shapes. Because the errors between
attenuation values computed using spherical drops and those
computed using distorted drop shapes are typically 10% or
less in the frequency range of interest [Crane, 1977; Olsen
et al., 19781, specific attenuation values calculated for
spherical drops will produce adequate results.
Various drop size distributions have been considered in
the calculation of specific attenuation. These include the
distributions of Laws and Parsons [1943], Marshal and Palmer
[1948], and Joss et al.[1968]. While there is little dif-
ference in the values of actenuation computed using these
distributions for frequencies below 30 GHz, the Laws and
Parsons distribution is preferred because of the tendency of
a
 the other distributions to overestimate attenuation at the
higher frequencies [Crane, 1977; Olsen et al., 1978; Upton
et al., 1980; 1ppolito, 19811.
-13-
The temperature of the raindrops is perhaps the most
	
^	 a
critical parameter. The assumed temperature has little
effect above 15 GHz, but specific attenuation values are
very sensitive to temperature variations in the 11-14 GHz
band [Olsen et al., 1978; Upton etc al., 1980; Thompson et
a1., 1980]. Values of a and b are generally available for
temperatures of 0° C and 20° C. While 20° C is a reasonable
assumption for terrestrial link attenuation prediction
[Damosso et al., 19801, it is probably not representative of
the temperature for earth-space paths [Thompson et al.,
19801. Attempts have been made to include the temperature
variation of specific attenuation with altitude [Misme and
Waldteuful, 19801, but this introduces a complexity into the
calculation of attenuation that has little effect upon the
results. For most climates, the assumption of 0° C drop
temperature should give good results [Olsen et al., 19781.
Based upon the previous assumptions about the fine struc-
ture of rainfall., we believe that the use of spherical
drops, the 'Laws and Parsons drop size distribution, and 0° C
rain temperature will give reasonably accurate values of
specific attenuation. A convenient source of computing the
coefficients a and b for any frequency of interest are the
i	
i
	
5 ^Y	 r	 i
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following equations taken from Olsen et al. [1978]:
4.21 x 10 -5 £2.42
	
2.9 < f < 54 GHz
a(f) =	 (2)
4.09 x 10-2 (0.699
	
54 < f < 180 GHz
1.41 ('0.0779	 8.5 < f < 25 GHz
b (f) =	 (3)
2.63 f-0.272
	
25 < f < 164 GHz
Should more precise values of a and b be desired, the
tabulated values given in [Olsen et al., 1978] should be
used. To include the effects of polarization and elevation
angle, refer to the tabulated values recommended by the CCZR
[1981c] or to the regression equations given by Thompson et
al. [1980] and Damossa [1981].
3.2.2 Point Rainfall intensity Distribution
A critical parameter in the estimation of attenuation
exceedance is the point rain rate distribution.. As pointed
ouu by Crane [1977], cumulative rain rate distributions may
show considerable variability from year to year. For this
reason care must be taken when estimating the average dis-
tribution at a site. An excellent review of procedures for
02X b
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Figt=e 1. Cumulative distribution of rainfall intensity at Blacksbty-g, VA
as measured for the period June 1976 to June 1979 (dots) and as
estimated for rain climate zone K using the CCM distribution
[CCM, 1981a] .
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estimating the rain intensity distribution is given by Fedi
[1981al. For use in attenuation estimates, data obtained
r
	
	
from local sources are preferred. However, when adequate
local data is not available, the distributions can be esti-
mated from the rain climate region maps recommended by the
CCIR [1981a]. These maps present cumulative rainfall dis-
tributions for 14 different regions of the world. A compar-
ison between three years of measured data from Blacksburg,
VA, and the corresponding CCIR region is shown in Fig. 1.
The measurements were taken with a tipping bucket type rain
is
	
	
gauge which usually provides a good approximation to the
instantaneous rain rate. In general we have obtained good
results using the CCIR rain region model [Dishman and Stutz-
man, 19821.
3.2.3 The Path Integral
If the rain rate profile, R(Q), were known along the
extent of the propagation path, L, it would be a simple mat-
ter to calculate the total attenuation by integrating over
the incremental (or specific) attenuation:
L
A(R0 ) = fo
In this equation we have indicated that total attenuation is
a function of the point rain rate at the 9=0 end of the
path, or R. = R(k=0), This is done to emphasize the real-
(4)
II
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ities of the problem. Rarely is R(I) known, whereas point	 {
rain rate is directly measured and is available in histori-
cal data form. Thus, A is expressed in terms of Ro. As
mentioned earlier, one step in the modeling process is to
obtain a spatial rain rate profile. Once this is done (4)
can be used to make predictions. Since the profile R(R) is
an average one, the calculated attenuation will be also.
Several methods have been proposed to utilize the path
integral, but without explicitly developing a rain profile
RM.  These methods include using an effective path length
Le (where A = a (Ro ) Le ), a path averaged rain rate
(where A = a Rave L), or a path average factor r =
Rave/Ro. Although good results have been obtained in
some cases, each of these approaches involve some approxima-
tion which limits its usefulness [Kheirallah et al., 1980;
Dishman and Stutzman, 19821. Attenuation prediction for
arbitrary situations follows directly from the path integral
(4) and this is discussed in the next section.
3.3 SPATIAL RAINFALL DISTRIBUTION
The most difficult parameter of an attenuation model to
characterize is the spatial distribution of rain. Gener-
ally, precipitation systems are combinatiot,a of both strati-
	
1
form and convective rain structures. Radar measurements
indicate that most precipitation is characterized by large 	 i
areas of low rates with a number of smaller regions of high
	 ^,
Ci
€
rain rates [Crane, 1977]. It is the presence of these
imbedded rain "cells" that makes the spatial distribution of
4
rain difficult to describe. Because rain rate statistics
are usually only available for point rain rates, it is
necessary to develop an "effective" spatial rain distribu-
tion model (or rain profile) that relates the rainfall along
a path to the rainfall at a point. A rain profile is not
applicable to single event analysis; it is useful for commu-
nication system design situations that involve long term
performance. In other words, the wide variations in rain
cells (observed for short time periods) tend to average out
over long time periods, and a rain profile is useful in sta-
tistical predictions.
The rain profile for use in attenuation prediction must
include both the horizontal and vertical spatial variations
of rain as discussed in this section. Ideally, spatial var-
iations should be determined with direct measurements of
rain behavior, such as with rain gauge networks and radar.
But there are not enough direct observations available to
completely develop a model. The large indirect-measurement
data base of attenuation on earth-space links must also be
used [Fedi, 1981b]. Direct measurements are used in this
r section to establish a rain cell model which is exponential
in shape. In the next section it is shown that the results
agree with inferences from indirect measurements as well.
We will adopt the customary assumption that this effec-
tive distribution is the same in all geographic regions of
interest. It is noted, however, that in regions where oro-
graphic features play a strong role or where rainfall is
dominated by a particular form of precipitation (e.g. typ-
hoons, hurricanes) this assumption may not hold.
3.3.1 Vertical Variation of Rain
Radar observations have shown that the vertical structure
of precipitation is characterized by two different regions.
The upper region consists of a mixture of ice and snow and
does not contribute significantly to attenuation at frequen-
cies below 60 GHz [CCIR, 1981a]. The lower region is mostly
rain and is the primary source of attenuation. The transi-
tion height between the two regions corresponds approxi-
mately to the height of the 0 a C isotherm.
Goldhirsh and Katz [1979] have presented median reflec-
tivity factor profiles obtained from radar observations of
summer rain cells at Wallops Island, VA. These profiles
indicate that reflectivity is essentially constant up to a
certain height and drops off rapidly above this height.
Similar observations have been reported by other researchers
[CCIR, 1981a]. This leads to the assumption of uniform rain
	
i
structure from the ground up to an "effective" rain height
He , as shown in Fig. 2. The contribution to attenuation
by particles above the effective rain height will be
neglected.
1c
0C
n
0:^
00 mcAA ^
r r^
IC
,Ilite
Figure 2. Vertical profile containing the propagation path. He
is the effective rain height. The earth station is
located at the z-0 point and is of height 
o above sealevel.
iThe radar reflectivity profiles given by Goldhirsh and
Katz [1979] show that the rain height is approximately con-
stant and equal to the height of the 0° C isotherm for low
rain rates. This is consistent with other observations of
stratiform rain. As rain rate increases, however, the rain
•i
height indicated by the reflectivity profiles also
increases. This increase is due to the structure of convec-
tive rain cells in which liquid water may be carried well
above the 0 ° C isotherm level by updrafts. The data of Gol-
dhirsh and Katz indicates that on the'4verage the rain
E-
height may extend approximately 1 km above the 0' C isotherm
{
i	 height for rain rates in excess of 1OOmm/hr. A reasonable
'.
	
	 model for the effective rain height therefore consists of
using the 0° C isotherm height for low rain rates and adding
a rain rate dependent term to the 0° C isotherm height for
higher rain rates. We propose the following simple rela-
tionship for the "effective" rain height H e
 in km:
H i	 R  S 10 mm/hr
He
 = (5}
R .;
Hi 
f
log Ra > 10 mm/hra 10
where Ro
 is the point rain rate in mm/hr and H i
 is the 00
I
C isotherm height in km.	 The breakpoint of 10 mm/hr was
chosen because it corresponds to the approximate value of	 #`
E
the maximum rain rate
`
associated with stratiform rain.
f ^	 I
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The 0° C isotherm height Hi varies with latitude and
with the season of the year. Zonally averaged values of
Hi versus latitude for the four seasons are given by Oort
and Rasmussen [1971 1,. Based upon this data, Crane [1978]
approximated the average height of Hi by
4.8	 A I 5 30°
r^ i =
	 (b)
7.8 - 0.11AI	 J A I > 30 0
where A is the latitude in degrees. As stated by Crane,
this expression is an approximation to the observed mean
seasonal values that lies midway between the summer and
spring or fall values. The effective rain height He is
shown in Fig. 3 as a function of latitude and rain rate.
These curves were obtained using ( 6) in (5).
3.3.2 Horizontal Variation of Rain
Convective cells imbedded in stratiform rain render the
distribution of rain nonuniform in the horizontal direction.
Direct methods of observing rain cell structure include rain
gauge networks and .
 radar, and possibly the synthetic storm
method. Radar observations yield the best information about
the rain structure, but have not yet been used widely in
determining the path-averaged to point rainfall relation-
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ship. There have been a limited number of rain gauge net-
works operated around the world. Sims and Jones [19753 ana-
lysed data obtained from the 1946 Thunderstorm Project with
lines of rain gauges in Florida and from a network of gauges
in Illinois during the summer of 1970. Freeny and Gabbe
[19693 reported on the results of a dense rain gauge network
operated for six months in New Jersey. Harden et al.[1977]
and Valentin [19773 operated rain gauge networks in conjunc-
tion with radio links in England and West Germany, respec-
tively. The synthetic storm method, as employed by Drufuca
[19743 and others [Harden et al., 1974; Kheirallah et al.,
1980; Watson et al., 1977] uses the translational velocity
of a storm over a rain gauge to convert point rainfall sta-
tistics to spatial distributions. Although this method is
somewhat difficult to apply at an arbitrary site, it does
provide useful information for developing a general rela-
tionship for the spatial rain distribution.
The point-to-path rainfall relation can be indirectly
charact•rized from terrestrial link attenuation data. The
most widely used method is the effective path length method,
which was mentioned in Section 3.2.3. The exclusive use of
these methods for determining spatial characteristics of
rain should be avoided because of the non-linear relation-
ship between specific attenuation and rain rate. However,
when used in conjunction with data from rain gauge networks,
M
attenuation data is very valuable.
1
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The data of Sims and Jones [1975] and of Harden et
al.[1977] both suggest that the point and path-averaged rain
rates are the same up to rates of 10 to 14 mm/hr. Similar
results were reported by Kheirallah et al.[1980] based upon
synthetic storm studies at three locations in Canada. For
rain rates in excess of 10 mm/hr, the path-averaged rain
rate decreases as point rain rates increase and as path
lengths increase. Several researchers [Valentin, 1977; Bar-
sis and Samson, 19761 have presented curves derived from
rain gauge data that illustrate the point-to-path rain rela-
tionship.
As pointed out by Fedi [1981a] and Kheirallah et
al.[1980], the use of . path-averaged rain rate in the spe-
cific attenuation relationship is not directly applicable
due to the influence of the exponent in (1). Crane [1980]
attempted to overcome this problem by fitting a power-law
relation to the rain gauge data from Europe and the United
States, then differentiating these data to obtain the path
profile of the rain. The resulting data were fitted with a
series of exponential functions that could be used in the
path integral relation (4). Kheirallah et al.[1980] point
out that the Crane model overestimates the path averaged
rain rates for low values of point rain rate.
The piecewise uniform path profile model [Persinger et
al., 1980] gives good results but has only two rain rate
	 3
values allowed along the path. The'piecewise exponential
-27-
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path profile of the global model [Crane, 19801 also gives
good results but is unnecessarily complicated and does not
include uniform rain rates for low point rain rate values.
Combining these ideas together with a goal of simplicity we
propose the following exponential-shaped effective path pro-
file for rain- rate:
R°	 R° < 10 mm/hr
R(z)	 . (7)
-y 1n(R /10)z
Ra e	 °	 R  > 10 mm/hr
Ro is the point rainfall intensity, z is the horizontal
distance along the path, and y is a parameter controlling
the rate of decay of the profile.
The path-averaged rain rate for a path of length D is
found from (7) as
R
	
R° <. 10 mm/hr
D
Ram - D	 R(z)dz =0
-y Zn(R /ZO)D
1 - e
	
°	 R > 10 mm/hr
Ro	 y 1n R° T10)D °
This relation was compared to measured values of path rain
rate obtained from the literature [Sims and Jones, 1975; and
(8)
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Valentin, 1977; Freeny and Gabbe, 1969; Harden et al., 19771
and to values derived using the synthetic storm model
CKheirallah et al., 19803 in order to establish the value of
the parameter y	 T}: -:	 bounded by values of y bet-
ween 1/10 and 1/3'', a .	 ';,,,,!2 giving a best fit. A plot of
the normalized :: ,...,. r ;: 	 } . • of (7)  ver sus distance is shown
in Fig. 4 for Y = 	 ..everal values of rain rate.
3.3.3 Summary of the Proposed Rain Rate Profile
Equations (5)-(7) describe the proposed spatial distribu-
tions in the vertical and horizontal planes. Because the
rain is assumed to be uniform in the vertical direction up
to He , the rain profile R(Z) along the slant path (see
Fig. 2) can be derived using the simple trigometric rela-
tionship z = Q. cos E in (7), giving
R 	 o < 10 M/hr
R(Q) =	
^9)
-y In A /10) R cos e
R e	 R  > 10 mm/hr
0
for R < L, where
He — Ho	 (10)
L= sine
i
i
i
s
This expression is likely to be valid for elevation angles
above about 10°. For lower elevation angles a value of L as
suggested by the CCTR [1981b] could be used, although very
—29—
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low elevation angle satellite data and terrestrial data have
not been compared to this model. Ho is the altitude of
the earth station location and He is defined by (5) and
(6). This expression will be used in the next section to
derive the corresponding total, attenuation model.
3.4 THE SIMPLE ATTENUATION MODEL AND ITS PERFORMANCE
The total attenuation due to a point rainfall rate Ro
is easily computed using the effective rain profile from (9)
in the path integral (4). Evaluating the integral gives
a 
ob L	 Ro < 10 ran/hr
A( o) _	 (11)
-y b 1n( o/ 10)L cos e
a ob 1 -Ye 
n	 cos s	
Ro > I0 mm/hr
where the path length L is given by (10).
The simple attenuation model (SAM) given by (11) is a
function of the point rainfall intensity only; it is not a
function of. the percentage of time that rain rate is
exceeded. This decoupling of the attenuation model and the
rain rate statistics allows eval iation of the model parame-
ters independent of the errors associated with the rain rate
statistics.
-31-
1
Many propagation experiments using satellite beacons have
been conducted in North America, Europe, and Japan. An
extensive collection of the rain rate, attenuation, and iso-
lation statistics associated with these experiments has been
assembled at VPI&SU to form a data base for use in develop-
ing and testing propagation models. The attenuation versus
rain rate data (based on equal probability levels) from this
data base were compared to the predictions calculated from
(11). The best average agreement was found when y = 1/22.
This is the same value found when comparing the path-aver-
aged rain rate to directly measured rain gauge data (see
Section 3.3.2).
	 Thus, both direct and indirect data agree
with the model of (11) when y = 1/22 is used.	 This adds
confidence that the spatial rain rate variation of Section
3.3 is an accurate model. A plot of typical A vs Ro data
is shown in Fig. 5. The data were obtained from three years
of measurements in Blacksburg, VA using the CTS (11.7 GHz)
r--
_	 and COMSTAR (19 and 28 GHz) beacons. Also shown in Fig. 5
is the attenuation calculated using (11) with y = 1/22.
Estimates of attenuation statistics are found by combin-
ing the attenuation versus rain rate model with a rainfall
distribution (see Section 3.2.2). An example of this proce-
dure is given in Fig. G. The predicted attenuation distri-
butions were calculated using the CCIR rain rate distribu-
tion for the Blacksburg region (see Fig 4) together with the
SAM predictions of attenuation as a function of rain rate.
^"	
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1To do this we make the customary assumption that the proba-
bility of the attenuation exceeding a certain values is the
same as the probability of the point rainfall intensity
exceeding the point rainfall rate used to predict the atten-
uation. Also plotted in Fig. 4 are the measured attenuation
distributions obtained from three years of observations in
Blacksburg.
The complete VPI&SU data base which consists of attenua-
tion measurements from 47 experiments is presented in Table
1 [Dishman and Stutzman, 1982]. The experiments represent
t.
	
	 17 different sites in the U.S., Europe, and Japan ranging in
latitude from 28 to 520
 N, varying in frequency from 11.5
to 34.5 GHz, and having elevation angles from 10.7 to 57 0 .
Of the 47 experiments, 18 represented two or more years of
data (24 months or more as indicated in parentheses with the
time interval). The attenuation values given in Table 1 for
the 1% down to the 0.001% level of occurence were taken from
the literature cited.
In Fig. 7 a scatter plot of the percent deviation values
of the simple attenuation model predictions for each of the
47 data sets is plotted together with the mean and standard
deviation limits. Good agreement is obtains ,	the
°
	
	 model. The relatively high percent deviation- 	 high per-
centages of time arise from the fact that the attenuations
are low and small deviations appear as high percentages.
This is overcome by using an absolute deviation in dB as
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presented in Table 2.
	 Another measure of the quality of fit
for a model is that recently proposed by the CCIR [1981al.
L In this method, data from many radio link experiments are
tabulated at fixed probability levels, such as 1.0, 0.1,
0.01, and 0.001% of the year.
	 A test variable is computed
from the logarithm of the ratio of predicted to measured
attenuation.	 To suppress measurement inaccuracies, the test
variable is set to zero if the measured and predicted values
differ by less than 1 dB.
	 The figure of merit, ]D, is com-
puted for each probability level from the mean and standard
Y deviation of the test variables.	 According to the CCIR, the
best prediction method produces the smallest D values.
	 This
LL evaluation method represents an important first step toward
developing a standard model evaluation method.
	 The results
of deviation in dB and the D values are shown in Table 2 for
t
the simple attenuation model (SAM).
Ari important consideration in the evaluation of an atten-
uation model is whether or not the model offers an improve-
r~ ment over existing models.
	 With this in mind, the perfor-
mance of the proposed model was compared to the global model
[Crane, 1980] and the CCIR E1981b7 model.
	 These models were
chosen because they represent different approaches to the
modeling problem.
	 The global model is a ' rai.n profile model
based on rain gauge measurements.
	 The recently introduced
` CCIR model is an empirical model derived from.terrestrial
and slant--path attenuation data.
	 There is a "maritime" and
_	 I	 A
zPercent
Time %lean
1.0 -1.2dB
[}.1 1.3 dB
0.01 0 dB
{L0i - nh °..
0.001 15.1",.
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a more complicated "continental" version of the CCIR model.
We use the maritime CCIR model for all calculations since
i
	
	
its results are superior to those found when including the
different procedure for continental regions. The CCIR model
for percentages of time from 0.001 to 0.1% are found in
.[CCIR, 1981b] and for 0.001 to 1% [CCIR, 1981d].
Attenuation values predicted using the global and CCIR
1
	
	
models are given in Table 2 for the 47 experiments. The
specific attenuation coefficients used were obtained from
the sources recommended by each model. The CCIR rain cli-
mate regions were used to determine rainfall statistics for
_
	
	 each model to eliminate the effects of variations in rain-
fall distribution models. Results are shown for the 1, 0.1,
0.01, and 0.001 percentages of time, but similar values
occur for intermediate values. The comparison in Table 2
-
	
	
indicates that on the whole all three models provide good
agreement to data. At high percentages of time (1 and 0.1%)
.
	
	 the CCIR model yields the lowest mean and standard devia-
tions in dB as well as D values. For the important low per-
centages of time (0.01 and 0.001%) the SAM and CCIR models
give very good fits to the data. The global model is
slightly inferior at all levels. The SAM model has the low-
est percent standard deviation at all levels. Comparison on
the basis of the D value should be made with caution. Much
lower D values result from underprediction than from over-
	 }
predictions by the same amount, especially at low attenua-
-40-
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tions (high percentages of time). Thus, the D values asso-
ciated with nnderpredictions at high percentages of time in
Table 2 are disproportionately high.
3.5 CONCLUSIONS.
In this chapter the simple attenuation model (SAM) was
introduced for use in estimating rain-induced attenuation
along an earth-space path. The model is both conceptually
and computationally simple. It is a rain profile model that
uses an effective spatial rain distribution which is uniform
for low rain rates and has an exponential shaped horizontal
rain profile for high rain rates. The spatial distribution
function was derived from direct observations of rain using
rain gauge data and verified indirectly by comparison to
slant-path attenuation data from many experiments. Model
estimates of attenuation as a function of point rainfall
rate are easily computed with SAM using the physical parame-
ters of the earth station location (elevation angle, lati-
tude, and altitude) and the frequency of operation. To pro-
duce attenuation exceedance estimates, the model is combined
with a model of the point rainfall intensity distribution
for the geographic region of interest.
Attenuation data for various percentages of time were 	 {
presented for 47 experiments throughout the world. See
	 ,_k
Table 1. Comparisons were made to this data base with pred-
icted values from the SAM, global., and CCIR (maritime)
-41-
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models using CCIR rain climate regions rainfall statistics.
See Table 2. The S&I model performed well in the important
region of low percentages of time (0.01 and 0.001%) and the
lowest percent standard deviation at all percent time values
tested. Furthermore, the SAM model is easy to use and is
modular in construction. It is basically an attenuation
versus point rainfall rate model that is coupled with rain
rate exceedance to produce an attenuation exceedance predic-
tion. This allows for separate inclusion of rain rate sta-
tistics that affect the accuracy of attenuation exceedance
prediction.
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Chapter 4
SINGLE PARTICLE SCATTERING COMPUTATIONS
In order to study radio wave or light wave propagation
through an ensemble of scatterers, the scattering properties
of individual scatterers must first be determined. Knowing
the scattering properties of the individual scatterers, the
effects of the ensemble of the scatterers on the propagating
wave can be studied.
In this chapter, we will present the general formulation
for a plane wave scattered by a single scatterer. Since the
exact solution to this problem exists only when the scat-
terer is a sphere (Mie-solution), approximations to the gen-
eral formulation will be given. After establishing calcula-
tion procedures for scattering by a single scatterer,
scattering by an ensemble of scatterers will be discussed in
Chapter 5.
4.1 THE SINGLE-SCATTERER PROBLEM AND SOLUTION METHODS
Let us consider a scatterer enclosed in volume V' have
permittivity and permeability uo. The medium in which the
scatterer is embedded is vacuum, with parameters eo, uo
(see Fig. 1). go is the incident plane wave upon the
scatterer. The total electric field E(r) obeys the Eredholm
f!
C
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Figure 1. Geometry for scattering of a plane wave
by a single Particle.
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integral equation [1].
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E [r) = E +(rV•+k z)	 I	 (e- e)E[^'')^[r ^ r' )dV'	 (^)0	 0	 ^r	 fV V	 o
where
^,[r, xt) = exp{-jkQ f^ - T^f}If r - r' f
l
and ko is the free space wave number
a2 = wQ2 uQ Eo .
^.	 Equation ( 1) has an exact solution only when the scatterer
is a sphere (Mie-Theory). A detailed derivation for the
~	 scattered field by a sphere is presented in Ref. [2j: For
:k	 arbitrary scatterers, different approximations exist to
^u
sj equation ( 1). In most practical situations., and especially
in propagation through precipitation, we are interested in
the scattered field in the far zone. At a large distance r
from the scatterer the scalar Green's function VP(r, r ) may
r
be approximated as
^.o	
J! (r, r ' )	 exi'{-jko (r - r ' r')}/r 	>
(2a)
(2b)
(3a)
1
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	r = Sri
	
(3b)
and
4.
	
r = r	 -	 (3c)
^r^
Under this approximation the total field in the far zone may
be written as
2 - jar
4-f
	
 k e
	 jk r. r
	
Err)
 o 
+ 
° ^ E
	Ce - E) 6	 (I - rr) e °
	 dV'
	
° 
r	 V	
°
f
(4a)
why
----Z is the unit dyadic. The field scattered by the
scatterer in the far zone is given by
2 -jk°r
	
k e
	
^^	 jkr r'
S (r) - ° ^r^ r	 (e - ^) (r' )	 (I - rr) e °	 dV'
o	 V 	 °
(4b)
Depending on the scatterer size relative to wavelength
and its dielectric constant, different approximations can be
made to equation ( 4). In the following, three important
approximations will be discussed: Rayleigh scattering, Ray-
leigh-Gans scattering and the WKB approximation.
^'	 i
a
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a) Rayleigh Scattering [3]:
When the dimensions of the scatterer are very small rela-
tive to wavelength, in other words when ko lr'I << 1, the
exponential within the integrand of (4) may be replaced by
unity. Then,
Nim r	
{p _ (p , r)r)	 ( 5a)
^0
where
P = E0 S V, ( Er - 1) E (r' ) dV'	 (5b)
The scatterer in this case radiates as an electric dipole of
moment i5.
Equation ( 5) holds under two assumptions [4]. Let Z be
the maximum dimension of the scatterer. Then, koZ must be
much less than unity (ko 2 << 1), and I  E r Q I << 1.
The first assumption, i.e., kok.<< 1, justifies the deri-
vation of (5) and also indicates that the scatterer may be
regarded as placed in a uniform external field. The assump-
tion that Ik arQ 1 << 1 implies that the field inside the
scatterer follows the external field instantaneously, so
that the phase changes are of no consequence.
The problem is thus reduced to a static one. We have to
determine the internal field of the scatterer induced by a
uniform electrostatic external field. By using (5b), the
-52-
dipole moment of the scatterer can be calculated from the
internal field. In Ref. [5], the dipole moments of an
oblate and prolate spheroid are calculated under the Ray-
leigh scattering assumptions. These results are used to
calculate the scattering matrix of an ice-needle (prolate
spheroid with eccentricity equal to one), and an ice plate
(oblate spheroid with unity eccentricity).
b) Rayleigh-Gans Scattering:
The index of refraction of the scatterer is given by n
r
xa
where E r is the relative permittivity of the scat-
terer. In Rayleigh scattering, no specific assumptions
about n were made. When n is approximately equal to unity,
the scatterer is called diaphanaous [4]. For a diaphanous
scatterer with ko1z In 2 -- 11 << 1, the Rayleigh-Gans [6]
or Born [7] approximation holds.
In the Rayleigh-Gans approximation the field E(r) inside
the scatterer is approximated with the incident field Eo.
Under this assumption, the far-zone scattered field gs(r)
from (4) becomes
-jk r
	 4.
k l e °	 +jkr9r,
S (r) - e 4wE r fV , (E - Ca(to- (to - r)r) e °	 dV'o 	 .(6)
For a homogeneous diaphanous sphere (see Fig. 2) the scat-
ORIGINAL PAGE M
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Figure 2. CYL-OMLCY Ear scancring by a diauhmous sphere.
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tered field takes the form
-- j or
^s(r) = kD2 e^^ rea} {Ea - (Ea • r}r}
a
Zn	 Tr a
do' 
f 
sire. e' de' 
f
	 r' 2 exp{ 2j ko sine/2} cos 6 1 1 dr'	 (7a)
D	 O	 D
^kar
k 
2 
esin(2 k sin(0/2)a)
O £r	 ( - e 0) {ta - (ta r) r} [—	 c .0sin e
a cos (2 kosin(6/2)a)
(2 ka sin(e/2))2	 (7b)
where a is the radius of the sphere and 6 is the angle bet-
ween r and the z-axis, assuming that the origin is the cen-
ter of the sphere. For more complicated shapes of scatter-
ers the volume integral in (7a) cannot be calculated
	 w
}
analytically and numerical solutions must be used. Exact
evaluation of the volume integral can be done for ellipsoids
[4].
c) High Frequency Scattering; The WKD Method:
	
The WKB approximation is applicable to cases where the
	 }
Rayleigh or the Rayleigh-Gans approximations cannot be
j
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I-	 applied. Specifically the WKB approximation holds whenU:
2	 2 _
	 <	 (S}In -1 1 
k 
z » 1	 and	 In	 lE	 1
 
and th field r inside the	 ( )	 eIn the WKB approximation
volume V' is approximated by a plane wave propagating in the
i
same direction-as the incident field, with propagation con-
;	 s taint equal to
	
k2 
= W2 
U  C  = (ri ke) 2 	(9)
Under these assumptions equation (4) takes the form
2 e-Jk°r	
2(E - ea) t e'JCko z  + k  n(z ' - zl)]
	
(r) ^ ko 4TrE0r Jr n 1	 0
(10)
x e Jko r	 dVI
The incident plane wave is assumed to be propagating in the
z-direction. z l
 is the value of z' associated with r' for
points lying on the surface of the scatterer as shown in
Fig.3. The factors 2 1 is the normal incident transmission
coefficient from a vacuum to the medium of the scatterer.
The WKB approximation is part of a general mathematical
method developed by Wentzel, Kramers, and Brillouin [8].
According to the WKB method the field inside the scatterer
_5{-
Ii.
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Figure 3. Geanatly in calculaCi.ng the scattered field by VWMK
apDrommation .
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F0 ko
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(11)
Using the above equation in conjunction with (2) and col-
lecting together like powers of ko, a set of equations can
-► 	 4.	 4.	 4.be obtair^d for f ( r). Eat El , E2 , ...	 etc.. For
high frequencies, ko(n 2 - 1)Q >> 1. In this case (r)
can be approximated by
_]k f(r)
E(r) = e °	 to
and equation ( 10) is obtained.
The three approximations discussed so far are valid only
'	 in specific cases when certain assumptions hold. However,
in many scattering-problems it is necessary to calculate the
scattered field when none of the aforementioned approxima-
tions hold. For these specific problems exact analytical
results do not exist. Most of the work in this area is
based on numerical techniques and the use of fast computa-
tional machines. In the next few paragraphs we will summar-
ize the most commonly used methods to calculate the scat-
-I
tared field by a dielectric body with complex permittivity.
The majority of these methods have been used to calculate
(12)
the scattering coefficients of a spheroidal or ellipsoidal
scatterer.
i) Point-Matching Technique:
In the point-matching solution the incident field, the
scattered field, and the field inside the scatterer are
expanded in terms of spherical wave functions. The 'afinite
modal summations of the expansions are truncated at some
model index (M, N), and boundary conditions are applied to
the same number of points as the number of unknown expansion
coefficients. The coefficients are then calculated by
inverting a square M*N matrix that is formulated by the
boundary conditions at M*N points.
The method described above has been used by Oguchi [9].
Morrison and Gross [10] also used the point-matching techni-
que with a least squares fit. In the latter case the number
of boundary points is larger than the number of unknown
coefficients and the fields are matched at these points in
the sense of least squares. The least squares fit technique
coverges much faster than the one used by Oguchi.
r..
ii) Spheroidal Wave-Function Expansions:
The scattering properties of a spheroidal, scatterer are
obtained by expanding the fields in spheroidal vector wave
functions and truncating the infinite summation of the
expansion to a finite sum. The unknown coefficients of the
-59-
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expansion functions are evaluated by applying boundary con-
ditions. Usually, spheroidal wave function expansion meth-
ods require the boundary conditions to be applied to fewer
points than the point matching technique, especially when
the scatterer is a spheroid. This method has been applied
by Oguchi [11].
iii) Waterman's T Matrix Formulation (Extended Boundary
Condition):
This technique has been used extensively for scattering
by perfectly conducting bodies. Recently, the technique has
been applied to dielectrics. The scattered field is
expressed in terms of electric and magnetic surface cur-
rents. These currents are expanded in terms of
x , Nrnm
[12] spherical harmonics. Boundary conditions are applied
on an inscribed sphere inside the scatterer. By truncating
the infinite expansion of the currents, the expansion coef-
ficients can be obtained by matrix inversion.
iv) Fredholm Integral Equation Method:
This method was introduced by Holt, Uzunoglou and Evans
[13]. Starting with the integral equation for scattering of
(1), it is shown that the Fourier transform of the field
inside the scatterer is the solution of two coupled integral
equations. The integrations are reduced by numerical qua-
drature methods to matrix equations, whose solution can be
IT
L
1.
easily obtained. It is important to notice that the scat-
tering amplitude obtained by this method satisfies the
Schwinger variational principle, and thus the method is sta-
ble.
Of these numerical methods the most favorable are Water-
man's method and the Fredholm Integral Equation method,
since both converge rapidly over a wide range of scatterer
sizes. It should be noted though that the latter needs a
large amount of computer storage when the shape of t:ie scat-
terer is complicated.
sqi
i	 4.2 THE FREDHOLM INTEGRAL EQUATION METHOD _APPLIED TO
RAINDROPS
An Extensive derivation of the method is described in
	 `.
[13]. The details of the derivation have been verified, but
in this section we shall present a summary useful for per-
forming calculations. Example calculations are performed
for rain. The size of raindrops is of the order of the wav-
elength in the microwave region and Rayleigh or Rayleigh-
Gans approximations do not hold.
The field scattered by a dielectric body of relative die-
lectric constant er(r) and volume V obeys the equation	 i
E (] =	 exp (a. ki •)* fvG- (r ' r ' }	 r (x )	 (r ') ar '	 (13a)
f	 ;I
i
i	 ^	 w
t
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-^ 	
exp (3 k0 1 r - rIf)(r, r)	 Y+_L_20v	 i ako	 4n I  - r'^ (13b)
1.
	
Y(r) = ko2 [ E r (r) - 1]
	
( 1 3c)
ko is the free space propagation constant, 1 is 'the unit
dyadic, k3 is the direction of propagation of the incident
wave and
	
k. k.k 	 ( ^4)
In the far - field of the scatterer (r ­- m ) the scattered
field in the direction k b
 is given in terms of the scat-
tering tensor f(kk
	 as see Fig.s^ i) 	(	 9	 )
z_	 ..	 u.	 1
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k^
ii
Figure 4. Geometry Eor electromagnecic scattering
from a single spheroidal particle.
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K(kl, k2 ) = 3.w(kl k	 k2 ) - Z(kl , 2)
t
^	 r
f
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L	 '. J
where
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r	 F(k ' ki) - 47r = ' fv  exp ks r) Y(r)	 (r)4 .^	 s
(15b)
Let C(k) be the Fourier transform of E(r) with respect to r,
Then f0k 9 , k i ) can be expressed in terms of 9(k) as
F
F(ks' ki) - 47r• f d k2 V(ks' k2) q(t2)
where
V{kl, k2) = f v y(r) expl i(kl - k2) r^dr
a	 C{k) obeys the integral equation
r d k2 K (kl , k2 )	 C (k2 ) = Ji V(kl , ti)J
(16a)
(16b)
(17)
zV
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w(k1, k2) = 	 exp1-i(k^ - k2)
	
r^ y(r} E(r) dr	 (18b)
and
2 d p
Z{k1 , k2 ) =
	
	 3 1 2 lim	 2P 2	 - P P V(ki ,P) V(P, 2) (18c)$7r kQ EEO+ p -ko -i e [i
Evaluating the integrals of (15b) and (17) by numeric : .l qua-
drature we get:
n
vk5 , t^)
	
	
E	 C(tQ) V(t5 , '^)
Z=
where
E wQ K(k^ , k^)	 C(kQ )	 ^J, V(k. , ti )	 J=l, ... ,n	 (20)
^=1
Equation ( 20) can be used to solve for C(kj ) wt
 by matrix
inversion; and then placing these values into (19), the
scattering tensor of the dielectric scatterer can be calcu
-
lated.
A spheroidal dielectric scatterer obeys the equation
(19)
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Assuming that er(r) is constant and equal. to E r , V(kl,
k2) for the spheroid becomes
V(k1 , k2) = 47abc Y i 
1 ( X) /X
with
3	
X = I k1 - 21
}	
and
(21b)
(22)
(23)
ki = ki (a sin a cos 0 i , b sin 9 i sin O i , c cos ei) (24)
jn(x) is the spherical Bessel function given by
W = r 1/2	 (25)
Jn ( )	(Zx)
	Z (n + 1/2)
Also the tenser K(k 1 , k Z ) for spheroidal. shaped scatter-
ers takes the matrix form:
i
K(k1^ k2 )	 e^ I srlL k2 } - Z,(k1 , k2)
(26)
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._....
Xi = cx[a2 + (c2 - a2)x2]-1/2
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where I is a 3x3 unit matrix and
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X22	
1Z(k k } _	 87r a c Y-
	dx	 E	 E (2m+3) (2n+3)
1 2	 kQ	 0	 y2 n=0 m 0
n+m=even
jn+l (kZ ) JM+I(k2)
(kkl 	k2	 Jm>+1 oY)m<+1 (koy)	 (27)
n m
	
ps+1 (X) P t+1 (x) gs+l (xI) P
t+l (x)	 (x)E E {s+l) (n-s). (t+l) (m-t) . n+1
	
m+l	 n+l	 m+l 2	 t
S-0 t-0	 (n+s+2):	 (m+t+2)	 (I-x2)	 C(z-xz2)(l-x22)l1/2
9
with
y = [a2 cost 0 + b2 sing
 ^] (1' x2 ) + c2x2
	 (28)
X = cos 6	 ,	 y = sin 6
	
(29)
X = cx[a2 + ( c2 - a2 ) x2]--1/2
	
(30)
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L
and
f^	
Il(s,t)-y2 16(s,t)
2St (x) _	 -Y2 I3(s,t)
-xy I3(s,0
J
-y2 I3(s,t)
	
-xy Y3(s,t)
I1 ( s ,t)-y2 14(s,t)
	
-xy I2(s,t)
-xy I2(s,t)	 y2 I1(s,t)
(32)
Notice that the matrix Qs t (x) is symmetric and from (26)
it is obvious that K(k l , k2 ) is symmetric.	 The elements
y
3I-
of the Qs t (x) matrix are given below.
	
For s+t even
f
:,
{
II(s,t) = G(^19	 2 } 12 = T3 = 0
}i"
4 (s sing cos(so 121)
I 5 (s,t) = G(^1 , 0 2 ) sin 0 cos 0 + h E st	 -sin(so12 + 2 1} (33)
.,L
I^(s,t) cost -Cos (SO 	 + 201)
ei
h
L
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and for s+t odd
I1 (s,t) = 14 (s,t) = I5 (s,t) = I6 (s,t) = 0
I2 (s, t)	 sin
= G(^ l p 02)	 (34)
I3 (s,t)	 cos
where
G(012 0 2 ) = 2 C1 < [cos 0
	
(35)
12
cmr (x) is the Gegenbauer polynomial
(36)
X12	 0 1 	 02
and
1^ 2 	 s < t	 (37)
In the version of ( 37) presented by Holt et al. the equal
sign was missing in the inequality n > m.
ORIGINAI- FAGt
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0 1 , 02 are the angles of wavevectors k l , k2, respec-
tively. See (24). In (27) pn(x) is -_he associated Len-
endre function and h
	 ,g	 h(x) is given b.,
u h n W _ (ZX)1 /2 H(l)	 (x)	 (38)
3
s	
where Hn+1/2(x) is the Hankel function. After finding
4.
a	 K(kj, k R ) where j=1, 2,...,nQ = 1,2,...,n and
V (k., k;) we can solve (20) for
[C(k l , C(k2 ) ... , C(kn )]T. The scattering matrix
4.	 4.
f(ka, k i ) can be computed then from (19).
In calculating the element of the Z(k l , k 2 ) matrix
.	 the spherical Bessel and Neumann functions must be calcu-
lated as well as the associated Leger-dre functions and
Gegenbauer polynomials. The integration in (27) required to
f	 evaluate the Z ( kl,k 2 ) matrix was performed using a
I'
seven point Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature. The infinite summa-
tion was truncated to N terms. It was found that conver-
gence occurred for small, raindrops when N = 5 and for large
raindrops when N=13. Note that these values of N were also
used by Holt et al. The wave vectors k l , k 2
 are com-
posed of (x l
 = cos el , ol ) and (x 2
 = cos 92, 4)2)
respectively. In (20) we chose the x pivots to be nx with
x varying between -1 < x < 1. The nx
 pivots are equally
spaced in the above interval. The pivots are equally spaced
in the interval 0 < 0 < n.
-70-
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A Fortran computer program (called COEFF) was written.
In Section 6.2 the COEFF program is described and a state-
ment listing is presented.
Finally in this section we present the results from an
example computation for raindrops using the COEFF program
and compare those results to published values. Let
f' (0) = ff (k0 x, k  x)	 z	 (39)
f" (0) = ff (ko x, ko x) • y
	
(40)
f'(0) and f"(0) are the forward scattering coefficients for
incident field polarizations along the major and minor drop
axes, respectively. The values f'(0), f"(0) were calculated
for a spheroidal raindrop with a = 0.125443 cm, c = 0.172355
cm and E r g
 = no
 = 7.884 + j 2.184 at frequency of 11
GHz. These values were compared with one's of Holt. (see
Table 1) For the above calculations the pivots nx, n'^ were
both equal to 5 and N=9. The execution time was 10.5
minutes. Execution time increases significantly with
increasing N, nx , and no. Keeping nx , no constant, CPU
execution time is proportional to N2. For larger values
of a, N must be increased which causes a large increase in
tORIGINAL PAGE 13
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Values computed Values from
using COEFF bolt et al
f'(0) 0.2479 + j 0.0204 0.2473 + j 0.02045
f"(0) 0.03517 + j 0.02379 0.03513 +
	 j	 (),02383
Tab it• 1
	
^^ prison J[ So!it;terink,	 Values
r	 ^r^in it }r	 •tt.	 1 3
	 11f•r..
3}
i
^1
r^
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4.3 THE SINGLE-PARTICLE SCATTERING TENSOR
We have seen that single-particle scattering coefficients
can be calculated by one of a variety of analytical or num-
erical methods. These results are then to be used in com-
puting the scattering effects of an ensemble of particles in
precipitation media. This is facilitated by casting the
single-particle problem into a tensor form. In this section
we discuss the single-particle tensor in preparation for use
in the multiple scattering algorithm for rain in Chapter S.
For an incident plane wave propagating in the z-direction
with electric field Eo, the far zone scattered field of
^a
(4) has electric field components perpendicular to the
direction of scattering and can be expressed as
jkr	 (41)
where f ( r) is the scattering tensor of the scatterer. For
example, in the case of Rayleigh -Gans scattering it follows
from ( 6) that the scattering tensor is given by
f()
	 TTre 	 (E - E°} (I - rr) e	 °	 dV'
o fv,
(42)
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Equation (41) may be written in a matrix form as
Ex
	
ox
s
-jkr
- ^	 ^ (r) 	 ( 43)
r
Ey5	 Eoy
where €(r) is a 2x2 matrix corresponding to the scattering
tensor	 r	 I
€11	 f12
f (z) =	 (44)
€21	 f22
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Chapter 5
MULTIPLE SCATTERING COMPUTATIONS
s
N
..	 I
i
1
i
5.1 Introduction
Scattering problems involving more than one scatterer are
complicated and, in general, analytical solutions do not
exist. It is necessary to make certain simplifying assump-
tions. Typically it is assumed that the scatterers are ran-
domly distributed, are infinite in number, and are in the
far zone of each other. In this paper a _general approach to
scattering from particulate media which includes multiple
scattering is presented. The results are applied to the
problem of millimeter wave propagation through rain. An
,^•.	 excellent review of the role of multiple scattering in
radiowave propagation through precipitation is given by
r
r,.	 Olsen (1982] .
"
	
	
Scattering by random distributions of scatterers was
first studied by Rayleigh [18711, who used a single -scatter-
ing approximation and identical, aligned scatterers. A
detailed derivation of Rayleigh ' s results is available (Van
de Hulst ,19571. The single-scattering approximation does
not hold when the density of scatterers is large or the pro-
pagating wave frequency is high. Improved accuracy over
that using single-scattering is possible using first-order
multiple scattering or complete multiple scattering.
In this chapt4c equations are derived for the average vec-
4. 4.
for electric field < E(r)> in the presence of a random dis-
tribution of scatterers using, first, lower order scattering
-77-
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approximations and, second, the multiple scattering
approach. In Section 5.2 the single-scattering approximation
is used to derive expressions for the coherent electric
field in an ensemble of scatterers with random distributions
of location, size, shape, and orientation. These results
are used to treat the ensemble of scatterers in which parti-
cle scattering only occurs once but the incident wave on
each particle has included the effects of previous parti-
cles; this is first-order multiple scattering. In Section 3
complete multiple scattering is considered in which the
field incident on a particle can arise, in part, from fields
scattered from any other particles. The Foldy-Twersky scat-
tering procedure is used to derive an integral equation for
the vector coherent field in an-ensemble of particles. In
Section 4 multiple scattering results are applied to the
rain propagation problem. Some typical calculations are
performed.
5.2 Lower Order Scattering
Scattering from discrete media that does not include all
orders of multiple scattering has been studied from various
approaches by many investigators. An excellent review was
prepared by. Ishimaru [1977]. In this section we discuss two
of these which have been applied to the rain propagation
problem.
_7$..
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Under the single-scattering approximation, the electric
field 4S scattered only once by the scatterers. Let us con-
sider specifically the slab of scatterers of thickness L
shown in Fig. 1, with a plane knave incident upon it. Each
scatterer (say the p th one) can have'a random position
rp, size as measured by the equivolumetric radius ap,
shape as represented by the shape parameter :gy p , and orien-
tation angle represented by Op. The field at point r,
where the receiving antenna is located, is the incident
field plus the field scattered by particles in the active
region of the slab; the active region is the central few
Fresnel zones. Summing over the contributions from N parti-
cles in the active region, we obtbin
I	 N e-j ka (xu 2 + yP 2 )/ 2 r 
E + 1E (r} _	 p (r) • EP=1	 r P
where fp (r) is the scattering .tensor of the p th scat-
terer and r p = I"p^.
In order to compute the average field at point r we
assume that the scatterers are randomly distributed in.posi-
tion, size, shape, and orientation angle, and that all of
them have the same particle distribution
n(m }
(2)
(1)
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Figure 1. A plane ,rave propagating through a slab of scatterers.
• Ez (r) (5)
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where
	
	 represents the random parameters of positionP
rp , size ap , shape sp , and orientation angle 6 p , n(io)
is the number of scatterers per unit volume for parti-
cles in class wp.
Equation (1) is averaged using the distribution given in
(2):
+ }	 r	
jko(x'2 
* y 12 ) 2r'
	 ^,
<E r)'.
 =[-f + I	 T(r') a	 r,	 n(r, w)dr'dw • E1
Here, dr' = dx'dy'dz' is the elemental volume of space, and
sy
'.	 encompasses the distribution parameters for the particle
i
k`	 size, shape, and orientation, w = (a, s, e)
Since major contributions arise from particles in the,
first few Fresnel zones, r' ie nearly independent of x', and
y' in in the integral appearing in (3). We can make then
the substitutions
(3)
xl =	 Zr°► x' 	 yl -
Ik
 2r° y' zl = Z'	 (4)
giving
2	
CO	
_ (xl +Y l2)
<E(r)> _ Y ^7 
o 
I dw	 dzi_ dxl ^- dyl e	 f n(rl , w)
1	 CO
	
CO
m	
zl	 F
of'GRVAL F-,-.. t-
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Using the relationship
fW eru du = 3n
	
(6)
and assuming that n(rl, w) varies only in the direction of
propagation z, (S) gives
41 -).
	
<E (r) > = I + J^
	
n ( zl, w) dz l dw	 E1 (r)
0
4.
	
= (T - Jk]	 E 1 (r)	 (7)
where
k = k-Tr j 7 n(z l , w) dz ldw	 (8)
0
If the elements of the tensor k are small, the quantity T -
jk maybe approximated by an exponential.. This step is
further motivated by our knowledge that the exponential form
includes multiple scattering effects as it will be shown in
Section 5.3.Within the framework of this approximat 3n (7)
can be written in the matrix form as
<E (r) > = e-]'k E i (r)
	 (9)
There, <E(r)> is the column matrix corresponding to the vec-
tor <E(r)>. Similarly, E i (r) is the column matrix associ-
-+ 
i 
^
ated with E(r', and k the matrix corresponding to the ten-
sor k.
_g2..
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The coherent field scattered by a slab of scatterers can,
in general, be written as
where D is the scattering tensor of the slab and depends on
the scattering properties of the individual scatterers and
their random distribution in position, size,
	
shape, and
orientation angle.	 Specifically, for the single-scattering
case
W T - j 27r f	 T(W) n(z l , w) dz ldw	 (11)
o	 Z1.9W
In the derivation of this result thb assumption was made
that the plane wave is scattered only once by the particles.
This assumption is unrealistic, since the wave may be scat-
tered several times by the particles before reaching the
point R at position r. When the scattering coefficients of
the particles and the particle density are small, contribu-
tions to the scattered wave by second, 	 third, and higher
c)rder scattering may be ignored. There are cases, however,
where the scattering coefficients of the scatterer are large
(e.g., for raindrops above 30 GHz), and the multiple scat-
tering contributions cannot be ignored. Starting with the
next section we will take into consideration multiple-scat-
tering contributions.
711
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First-order mul.tiule scattering ^Z a slab of scatterers
Under the first-order multiple scattering approximation,
the slab of particles of length L is divided into n thin
subslab's. In each individual subslab the single approxima-
tion is assumed to hold. The coherent field at point R is
then given by
<E (r) ? = D l • D2 • ... Dn 	 E r)	 (l2)
where Di is the scattering tensor of the i th subslab and
is defined by (11).	 This first-order multiple scattering
approach has been used by a number of researchers in differ-
ent areas of wave propagation. In radio wave propagation
through precipitation, for example, Persinger et al. [19809
have used a computerized code to evaluate ( 12) in order to
calculate attenuation and isolation of a wave propagating
through a medium consisting of ice-particles and rain.
5.3 Multiple Scattering
Single scattering holds only when the scattering coeffi-
cients and the density of the particles are small. First-
order multiple scattering holds for any forward scattering
propagation situation provided that the thickness of each
subslab is kept small.. As shown in (12), the coherent field
in this case contains the dot products of a large number of
-84-
tensors and its evaluation can be performed only by fast
digital machines.
In order to include both forward and backward multiple
scattering, we will use an approach first introduced by
Foldy [1945] and developed further by Lax [1951] and Twerskv
(1962]. In our formulation we will assume that the medium
is anisotropic, and we will derive the Dyson equation for
the coherent vector electric field in terms of the scatter-
ing tensor of the individual scatterers and their distribu-
^,	 tion in location, size, shape and orientation.
Derivation of the feraltinle scattexg iittea. equation
Let N scatterers be randomly distributed in space, and
have random size, shape, and orientation. The medium bet-'
ween any two scatterers is free space. (See Fig. 2) The
vector electric field E(r) between the scatterers satisfies
the Helmholtz equation
(v2 + fso2 ) E(r) = 0	 (13)
where ko is the free space propagation constant.
A	
".
The incident field Ea at the point ra is the sum of
the incident electric field Ei a in the absence of the
i scatterers and the field scattered by the N scatterers, spe-
ti
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Figure 2. Geometry for multiple scattering. The total field at point a,
ia, is the sum of the incident field in the absence of scatterers,
Cia , plus the fields scattered from all other particles. :4
cifically, we have
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N
Ea 
= Eia + E	 G-" j 
a
	 (14)
j-1
where Gj a
 is the field at position r that is scattered
by the j th scatterer.
	 The latter is a function of the
scattering properties of the j th scatterer at position
zj and the location -. 	 We can define a tensor gja
such that
-^	 4 .
G j a = , j a . EJ
The field incident on the jth particle is
;•	 }	 N	 }
E^ W E.3 +	 E	 G ^
k=1,k#j k
Substituting (16) into (15) we obtain
-► +	 N	 -.
GJ = ga	 [E.^ +	 F	 G. 1
	
J	 i	 k=l,k^j k
Using (17) and (14) , we nave
Ea = Ei a + E 
gj a	 Ei] + E
	 E•a ' gkJ	 Ek	 (18)j=1	 j-1 k=1,krj
(15)
(16)
(17)
°'?rGIiVAL pf :- ..t
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N _	 N	 N	 _	 _
Ea = Eia +
	 gja	 EI] +
	
gja	 gkj - Eik
j=1	 j=1 kml,k#j
	
N	 N	 N	 _
j=1 k=l,k^j Q=1,Q#k 91	 k	 Q	 i
The triple summation in (19) may be written as
I	 E	 gja 	 jkl • itk . 
Eli
j 	 k=1,kOj 2=1,zok
	
E	 X	 E	 gja	 gk ]	 gXk	 EiZj=1 k=1,koj 2=1,2=k,z#j
+
	
	 gja	 gkJ	 gj k - Eil	 (20)
=1 k-1
Assuming that backscattering is smaller than forward
scattering, the second summation in ( 2 0 ) may be ignored, and
(19) may be written as
+a	 a	 N _a	 J +
}	 N	 N	
—a —a ^' kE = Ei +	 g. - Ei	 I	 9j	 gk • E j=1 I	 j=1 k=1,k,Oj
	N	 N	 N	
a— k
+	 i	 gk'	 gQ	
'Ei +	
(21)
j=l k=l , koj Z=I'zOk,2AJ
t
Another way to state the significance of the approximation
.h
OP POOR QUALITY
have ignored the
scatterers, fourth
and so on. The
Twersky [1962] in
for the coherent
involved in this equation is that we
following: triple scattering between two
order scattering between three scatterers
above procedure was first introduced by
order to obtain a closed form equation
field.
We next make the assumption, as in Section 2, that the
scatterers have the same position, size, shape, and orienta-
tion iistribution, and that there are no correlations bet-
ween scatterers.	 The particle distribution may be defined
as in ( 2) . However, now N is the total number of particles in
the entire volume. Taking the ensemble average of (21), we obtain an
expression for the coherent field at point r:
N	 _	 n(w )	 N	 N4.
< Ea > = E ia + 1 ^} 9 a • E i J N^ dw + Y	 E
	
j = 1 w j 7	 j	 j=1 k=1,k#j
f
- a	
k n(w )n(wk ) -^	 4.	 N	 N	 N
w g
j 	gkJ	 E i —^—Z 	dwj	
dwk + Z1 k=1 k# ' -I #k ^C .J	 k	 J	 J	 J
g a
	
k 
a	 k	 Q n(w.)n(wk)n(w,)
J	 Ei	 dwj dwk dw^ + ..
W . ^w 
k jw ^,	 NJ
(22)
F
,i
^t
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<Ea>	 Eia 	 f^ g7 a EiJ n (^ } d^ + NN1 ^ 	 g^ 
a gkJ	 Eik
Ul j 	J W J ,Wk
n(a .r )n(wk )d' dwk + NN2	
- -^ 
g a	
gkJ	
g k	 E.
mJ,mk,oz
n(w3 )n(mk)n(w p dw, dwk dw #1 + ....	 (23)
By letting N tend to infinity, the ratios NN1 , NN2, etc.,
tend to unity, and the infinite summation in (23) can he
represented by the integral equation
^
	
fw_ J	 J	 J
	 (24)
J
or
, This is the Dyson equation for the coherent field in an
ensemble of randomly distributed scatterers, and it is often
called the Foldy-Lax-Twersky equation. it has been derived
on the basis of the Twersk procedure.	 The same equationY p	 4
may also be obtained using Lax 's polycrystaline approxima-
tion [Lax, 19511.
The Dyson equation, ( 24), is more general than the equa
tions for the coherent field derived by the single scattering
or first-order multiple scattering approximations; 	 it
includes backscattering. 	 Evaluation of (24) is very diffi-
cult and depends on the complexity of the operator gja.
if the medium is tenuous (the average distance d between any
-I
E
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two arbitrary scatterers much greater than the free space
wavelength, i.e., kod >> 1), then each scatterer is in the
far zone of all other scatterers,	 and gja may be
replaced by
a	 e
4.
g^ _	 ^r - r
3
where f is the scattering tensor for the scatterer.
Evaluation of multiple scattering for plane wave incidence
Most practical situations (such as in communications
applications) are well approximated by a plane wave incident
normally on a slab of scatterers as described in the previ-
ous section. Let a plane wave be propagating in the z-di-
rection with electric field
-a	 +	 -jk° z
Ei=E°e
The average field <E>
dy-Lax-Twersky integr;
scatterers is assumed
operator gja can tale
tuting ( 25) into (24)
point a with position
inside the slab obeys the vector Fol--
i1 equation of (24). The medium of the
to be tenuous, so that the scattering
the form shown in (25). Substi-
and evaluating at the observation
vector 1,
-jk z	 _ 	 -jk°fir-rj
<E[r)> = Eo e	 °	 L.. f3 [z, r- r i )<E > e 4.	 4.	 n (wi ) dwi
W j	If - rj I
[2 b
ORiGINAL
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and wj = (r3 aj , s j , 9j). The medium is assumed to
vary only in the z-direction and, therefore, the fields will
also. Evaluation of (26) then proceeds by noting that the
medium is assumed to be homogeneous in the x,y-plane and
employing the method of stationary phase to reduce the
integral giving
.^	 -jk z	 f 	 - jk (z-z )<E(z)> = Eo e ° + k 	 <E(z°)> e °	 n(w) dw
o w
where w = (z', a, s, 9) and f is the single--particle fo rward
scattering tensor. The solution to this integral equation
in matrix form is
<E(z)> - e -jk	
Eo a - j Tc 
c► z	 (28a)
(2i)
where
k	 f n(w) dw	 (28b)
o w
A similar solutio" has been reported [Oguchi, 1981] in the
case where the medium was uniform in the z-direction.
Dote that :28) is the .game as ^9)a Thus, the-exponential
approximation to the derived single-scattering formula in
(7) is justified on the basis that it really includes multi-
ple zoattering effects.
i
i_
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The equations derived in this section for the coherent
vector electric field can be used to study radio wave propa-
gation through precipitation media which vary in composition
along the direction of propagation. This is explored in the
next section.
5.4 Applicatitms to Rain 11hdia
The result's of the derivation in the previous section can
be applied to pracipitatic:+n madia. Here we consider rain.
The forMLIlation has the following features: it includes
multiple scattering effects; it allows;s for direct inclusion
of distributions of raindrop sizes, shapes, and canting
angles; and it allows for a nonuniform rain rate along the
propagation path. Most models used to make actual calcula-
tions for rain do not have such flexibility. Suite fre-
quently the rain is assumed to be of uniform rate over some
path length, the canting angle distribution is oraitted or is
included by modifying a constant canting angle result,
and/or all drop shapes are alike.
Persinger at al. 11.9801 presented a first-order multiple
scattering model that included a nonuniform spatial rain
rate variation as well as raindrop canting angle and shape
distributions. in this resection we use the ideas of Per-
singer et al. together with the multiple scattering model
to make calculations for rain media.
	
i
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The equivolumetric radius of the raindrops varies from
0.1 to 4.0 mm. At millimeter wave freTe-encies the raindrop
radius is comparable with the free space wavelength and the
Rayleigh scattering approximation is not adequate for the
calculation of the raindrop scattering matrix. It is neces-
sary then to use one of the available numerical methods
XOguchi, 19811 to calculate the raindrop ,scattering coeffi-
.cients. In our computations we will use values of scatter-
ing coefficients published by Uzunoglu et al. €19771.
These results have been computed using the Fredholm integral
equation method. We will assume that the raindrops are
either spherical or oblate spheroids.
Let a be the canting angle of the oblate raindrop.' The
single raindrop scattering matrix in given by
fv (a)+fH (a)+cos 28[f H (a) -fy.(a) ]	 [fV(a) -fH (a) ]sin 28
f - 2
	
(2a)
[fV(a)-fH(a) ]sin 2e	 fy(a)+fH(a)+cos 2e [fy(a)-fH(a) J
in this expression, a is the equivolumetric radius of the
oblate raindrop, and fv(a), fH(a), are the scattering
coefficients for the incident electric field aligned-with
the minor and major axes, respectively. The quantities
fV (a) . EE (a) are expressed in terms of powers of the
L
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equivolumetric radius of the raindrop; specifically,
Ma) =	 a. V al	 f30 )
H	 -j=0 ^' H
Values of a iV are obtained by curve fitting published tabu-
H
tar results in terms of size, at a specific elevation angle.
Rain medium c=utaticns
The rain medium is represented by a slab of raindrops of
extent L. With plane . wave incidence the coherent field pro-
pagating inside the rain medium obeys (28) 0
 where the single
drop scattering matrix f is given by ( 29). In n(z', w)
n(w) of ( 28), z' is the distance along the direction of
propagation into the rain slab, a is the equivolumetric
radius for the individual raindrops, s is the shape of the
raindrop (spherical or oblate speroical), and a is the rain-
drop canting angle. in the distribution density function n(w)
of 08b) a and s are assumed to be statistically independent;
i. e..
n(w) = no (.z' , a) Pl (e ) P2 (s)	 (31)
p2 (s) is a discrete .shape distribution density function in
which Po is the.fraction of .drops that are oblate spheroi-
dal and the remaining fraction 1 - Fo are spherical. The
canting angle distribution is Gaussian with mean <e> and
I	
^
5
:
standard deviation ORIGINAL PAGE ISa	 :a	 OF POOR QUALITY
x 2	 2
P 1 ( e) = e
ae
For no (z, a) we use the drop size distribution of Marshall-
and Palmer [194 8] with rain rate as a •function of position:
l	
()-0.2I)	
-1-8.2 R z	 a	 "no (z, a) = 16,000 a m Mm (33 )
The rain rate spatial variation used in the examples to fol-
low is piecewise uniform as introduced by Persinger et al.
[1980], where
[!
0 
-0.66
Ro 
01
	
0 4 z S 0.2L
	
R(z) =	 (.)
Ro
	0.2 L4z.1L
in which Ro is the point rainfall rate at the receiving
station (z = L).
Evaluation of k in (2$b ) can proceed after substituting
in the above stated information on the distributions:
L	 m
k = kU.
	
dzI	 da	 de i(1-Fo) fSPH(a)}Fo fOBL(a,e)}no(z',a)Fi(e)
0 fo	 fo
( 35)
The integral over the angle a may be performed by first
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evaluating the expressionsI
<e>+a 	<e>+a
<sin 20> =	 d0 sin 2e p (e)	 <cos 28> w	 de cos 20 p (e)
< >_<9>-ae a
{
	
	 where a is the maximum variation of the canting angle. it
can be shown that 06) is approximated by
f
<sin 2e> = exp (-2c e 2 ) sin 2<e>	 (37)
and, similarly,
<cos 2e> - exp(-2a e 2) cos 2<6> .	 (32)
With these approximations the average scattering matrix k
becomes
k = k
	
L dz' 
Co 
da{ (l-Fo) "La) + Fo< £OBL (a) > In Cz.,a) C3!;)
o fo	 fo
where <fOBL (a)> is the average of fOBL (a, e) with res-
pect to 9, and is obtained from f(a, 9) by replacing sin 2e,
cos 29 with <sin 2e> and <cos 20>, respectively.
OBL
The scattering coefficients f"11 (a) , fV (a)	 are
_H
expressed, as in (30),
	
in terms of powers of a up to the
fifth order.	 Then the final evaluation of (39-) follows
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T=	 dz' 
f 
da f(a) n rz 4 a)
o o
E
L	
n 
Y (z )acn f	 edz f da a	 C40 )n=0	 0
where Y(z°) = -8.2 R(z)- 0.21 and en are the expansion
coefficients as in (30).	 Integrating over a and substitut-
ing in the rain rate variation of (34) and performing the
final integration gives
2-	 5	 n	 !n	 (a)n-m	 m	 an°—_,	 ^.	 4ZI i1 Ri ni0 cn m1 (n-mom 
Y-I)	 Yz	 { )
I
^.	 where Q 1 = 0.2L, 2 = 0.8L, and Y i - Y (I i ) .
The elements of - the matrix k.have been evaluated explic-
ity with M.1 and' (41) . The depolarization matrix e"7k of.
^d t28a) is then evaluated using eigenvalue-eigenvector meth-
ods. After the depolarization matrix is evaluated for the
rain medium, attenuation and channel isolation on a dual-po-
larized system can be calculated for a wave passing through
g
	
the - rain slab [Cox, 19811.
Comoariscpn of mul ,aie and first-order multiple scatterer restIts
The multiple scattering model as presented in Section 5.3
has been computer programmed. Program inputs include fre-
quency, elevation angle, mean and standard deviation of
0
Eli
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ranting angles, rain rate at the receiver, fraction of
)blate raindrops, rain medium length, and incident wave and
receive antenna polarization parameters.
Calculations have been performed to test the model aiNd to
examine the frequency dependence of multiple scattering
effects. To facilitate comparison, as frequency is varied.
over 11, 20., and 30 GHz the rain medium parameters are fixed
with a 5 km length, a uniform rain rate along the entire
path, and a shape mixture of 60 % oblate and 40% spherical
raindrops. The oblate raindrops have a Gaussian canting
angle distribution with a mean of 0 degrees and a standard
deviation of 12 degrees. The incident Wave polarization is
linear with a 45 degree tilt angle. The elevation angle is
45 degrees. Attenuation and isolation as a function of rain
rate were computed using both the-first-order multiple scat-
tering and complete multiple scattering models. The results
are plotted in Fig. 3 for 30 GHz. Note that there are only
slight differences between the values computed for the two
models. At lower ftequencies the differences were negligi-
ble. From these calculations it can be concluded that high-
er-order multiple scattering effects in rain begin to appear
in the range of 30 GHz. However, results using the single
scattering formulation of Section 5.2 would deviate notice--
ably.
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lil
To further justify the claim that higher -order multiple.
scattering effects of rain are negligible . on communication jt
h links operating below 30 GHz, the calculated attenuation and
^f
isolation arelottedp in Fig. 4 for	 g	 parameters matchin
those of the VPI &Su CQMSTAR D2 satellite, earth terminal.
3
To more realistically represent rain, the piecewise uniform
rain distribution of (34) was used.	 Note the nearly identi-
cal results with and without higher-order multiple scatter-
ing included. t'
.	 5.5 Conclusions
In this paper formulations were presented for computing
the effects of electromagnetic scattering from tenuous par-
ticulate media. The formulations were for single, first-
°^ k
order multiple, and complete multiple scattering. Each
included the distributions of particle sizes, shapes, and
orientation angles.
VA
	
	
The multiple scattering formulation as presented here
offers several - features for calculation of millimeter wave
t	 -
propagation through precipitation media. These features are
as follows. (a) The formulation is Rector in nature and
easily accomodates arbitrary polarization states for the.
input wave and receiving antenna. (b) Complete medium depo-
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larization effects can be calculated (i.e., attenuation,
isdlation, and phase shift). (c) Scattering particle dis-
tributions of particle size, shape, and orientation angle
are directly included into the model. (d) Varying medium
density along the propagation path (such as rain rate) can
be accomodated. (e) Ice as well as rain hydrometeors Can be
included. ,
 (f) The multiple scattering formulation is numer-
ically efficient. For typical communication link calcula-
tions the computer solution executes at least 30 times
faster than the first-order multiple scattering version.
(g) The multiple scattering model will give accurate results
for systems operating above 30 GHz.
The multiple scattering model was used to calculate com-
munication link performance for rain along earth-space
paths. It was shown that higher -order
 
multiple scattering
effects only begin to become important in the 30 GSz fre-
quency range.
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Chapter 6
r APPENDIX:	 COMPUTER PROGRAMS
In this section three computer programs are presented.
' They correspond to the following: 	 the simple,attenuation
model of Chapter 3-, the single rain drop scattering coeffi-
cient derivation of Chapter 4, and the multiple scattering
model for rain of Chapter S.
I • ti
t F,
f
z ! -r
t.
r
^ k1.
Y
Y
'
!: 1
46.1 SIMPLE ATTENUATION MODEL PROGRAM	 ^ ^:
The statement listing of the Simple Attemiation Model {SAKI)
follows.
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C*
i ' C* SIMPLE ATTENUATION MODEL
C*
C*
` C* THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE SLANT—PATH ATTENUATION DUE TO
C* A POINT RAIN RATE AT AN EARTH STATION.
C*
C* THIS PROGRAM WAS DEVELOPED BY THE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
C* GROUP AT VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
C* AND WAS SUPPORTED BY NASA UNDER JPL CONTRACT NO. 955954
C*
C* ASSUMPTIONS: SPECIFIC ATTENUATION FROM OLSEN, ROGERS,
C* AND HODGE (1978).
C* POINT RAIN RATE DISTRIBUTION FROM CCIR
C* DOC. 5/5049—E (DRAFT RPT. 563-1, 1981)
C*
C* INPUT PARAMETERS:
C*
C* FREQ = FREQUENCY (GHZ)
C* ELEV = ELEVATION ANGLE OF SLANT PATH
f C* LAT = LATITUDE OF EARTH STATION
C* HO = ALTITUDE OF EARTH STATION (METERS) * ;
-.j C* REGION = RAIN CLIMATE REGION * i
C* 1=A	 5=E
	 9=J	 13=N
C* 2=B	 6=F
	 10=X .14=P
C* 3=C	 7=G	 ll=L * F
:j C* 4=D	 R=H	 12=M
C* LABEL = OPTIONAL ALPHANUMERIC STRING (22 CHAR. MAX.),. C*
n
C
DIMENSION T(7),RAIN 7,14
	 LABEL 6
REAL LAT,L
- INTEGER REGION
C* INITIALIZE RAINRATE EXCEEDANCE DATA (FROM CCIR DOC. 5/5049 —E TABLE I)
DATA T/.001,.003,.01,.03,0.1,0.3,1.0/
DATA RAIN/22.,14.,8.,5.,2.,1.,0.,
$
$
$
$	 65.,45.,30.,20.,12.,7.,0.,
$
$
$	 100.,70.,42.,23.,12.,6.,2.,- ,u
$	 150.,105-,60.,33.,15.,7.,0.,$	 120,,95.,63.,40.,22.,11-,4.,$
	
180.,140.,95.,65.,35.,15.,5.,
$	 250.,200.,145.,105.,6xi.,34.,12./
C* READ THE INPUT DATA VALUES
READ (5,5) FREQ,ELEV,LAT,HO,REGION,LABEL
5 FORMAT(4F1O.3,1X,I2,7X,5A4,A2)
L '1Z0- k
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6.2	 SINGLE RAINDROP SCATTERING PROGRAM
^
F
} The COMM program was written based on the algorithm
f
S
developed in Section 4.2.
	
It computes the scattering coef-
f J.
` ficients of a raindrop. 	 In this section we will describe
the main subroutines of the program.
3-.	 Subroutine GENLGP.
This subroutine calculates the associated Len-j
ii
:f gendre polynomials.
	 It uses the recurrence formu-
las y
FP
 (x) =1.0	 Po (x) - x	 t I k
Q	 J. 4
(2n 1) fix)	 - (n-^1) 1P	 (x)
nrffin
1
n	 2m	 m.
,^ u
Y µ'
^a 1p(x) - 0	 m , n	 (4)
{
3
it
2.	 Subroutine SRVBES .
This subroutine calculates the spherical Bessel
functions of first and second kind.
	 Quadratic
precision is necessary in order to match results u``'
(6)
f.
(7)
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published in literature.(1) First we compute the P
and 0 polynomials, then we compute the spherical
Bessel functions and hn (x). P and 0 are given
by f
[1/2 n]
P(n + 1/2, x) =	 E	 (-1)'^Q(n + 1/2, k) (2x)-2k
k=O
[1/2 (n-1)]
0.(n + 1/2, x) =	 E	 (-1)k (n + 1/2, 2k + 1) (2x)-2k-I
where
(n + 1/2, k) _	 in + k):k. r'n- c+1
(5)
When jn(x), yn (x) are given by
NO
f	 Then	 ORIGINAL PAGC Eg
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r !	 1	 =	 (10)
	
hn (x) ,n(x) + J Y"(X)	 i
j	 3. Subroutine GENGEN.	 r
This subroutine calculates Gegenbauer polynomi-
als using the recurrence formula
j^
l.a CI(x) = I.O . • ._	 {11}{	 0
q(x) 2. x
,,1	 (13)Gn(x) 
= "1 (x) * Cn I(x) - Gn_2 (x)	
s.
C
4. Subroutine VMATR.
This subroutine calculates V(k 1 , k2 ) as
sin k -t - cos	 }
t	 V (kj, k2) = 4irabc y —	 (14)
	
I	 k2l
Note when k = k we divide by 0 so we must^.	 2	 g
,take the limit k2 -^ k1 giving
U(k1, kl) 
= 3 n abc v
U1.
	 -
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5. Subroutine ZMATR.
This subroutine calculates the integrand of
(27).
6. Subroutine KbTTGR.
This routine performs a numerical integration
over x in (27)-using a Clensaw-Curtis quadrature.
Then it calculates matrix K(k l , k2)
K = r ^ V^L'  k2) - Z-0ty K2)	 (16)
The seven point Clensahw-•Curtis quadrature is
given as:
7
f (x) dx = z en f (xn)
rr--1
(17)
where:
1''7l
cl = 1/35 = C7 ' c2 = c6 = 16/63 c3 -= c5 = 1.6/35 C4 =--164/135(18)
	 F
r.
x,---1,x2=-,7/2, x3__0.5, x4 = 0 . 0 , x5 = 0 .5	 (1g)
x6 -'S/2 , xl=I
In the main program we develop the matrix equations to
solve for ECMi )] and then calculate for the scattering
tensor f ( i, ks).
0
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equivolumetric radius of
jor axis, frequency of
constant of raindrop, and
scattering waves. The
the rain drop. The list-
inputs to the progr-m are: the
the raindrop, the length of the ma;
incident wave, relative dielectric
the directions of the incident and
output is the scattering matrix of
ing of the program follows.
l
C Sjuil
CCCCccccccCcccccccccCCccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccCccccccccCCCCC
C
c
C	 IH1 S PF.'JGPAN, CAI,Ci)!,A rE5 1HF SCAT E k11.G YE NSOR OF A DIELECTRIC
C	 SP:IWROID. THL 'JAPIABLES APPE AS ELLL(1w5:
C
c	 THb-'I,PHII : THE DIRECTIONS OF THE 1toCIDFNT WAVE
C	 TfiES,PHIS : 11AF DIRECTIONS OF ThE SCATERED WAVE
C	 ABAH :THF EQUTV01(IMETR1C RADIUS GF THE SHEPOIJ
c	 AK11	 1 HF: ^%AVE NUMBEW OF THE I rXT1'•FtIT PLANE: WAV F•
f;	 CE',P5IL : ` HL f)IF:LECTRIC CONSTAMI OF THF DIELECTRIC
C	 III;- PRr)t7,kA' .1 15 A",' APPLICATIO:. 10 A IbE:ORE'TICAL
C •:. 11! L. 1	 F.5`i (.rI I ti1,l.i) :jY HALT E:1	 ALI•.
c	 1'11 r . p r, ,_, ;P0' ! - , A	 TT '.4 Fl i AtASIA!:I(_iF TSOL.AKIS.
C	 1'rl!^ I1 l10JFC'1 :;AS S(IPEFVISEP FY CR. 'v.. L. STUTZMANC
: cccccccCCCCCCCCCc.CC000cc ccccCccccccCCccccccccCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCccc
r
r_
1S11 . )G62 '	 .01.(CII	 kFAL*8(A-(',E:-H	 (1-7)	 CfJFPI.LX*Ib(C)
]S r i 110 0 3 C'p'APLFX
	
f)KK(oo,6o),ullr4I^'(6(1,1)
'	 1Sfi 1 1604 1'L. AL* 1 o	 FAC. f (10) , FAC1'l
IS- 4 0005 :3-:AL	 i)1	 A (60) 
v	 1S•"^ u0b F)ir1F:••:b1Gil	 r6: •IAT8(J,3)eCAJ(3	 3)
cICF(3,3),N!	 fCT(20)IC.04(3,3j,,.J(3,3)
1 $r:l,; 1 , o'10716 AF AC f FACT^:.1,1^1: /^eIGH/ C'•i(1),YY(7)ad
-"13
IS •i
c.It^^
u1^1'`I
"' ^'t art, /I Ak/	 T,	 AC	 C;,A',,PI,CFPSII
^'^-i,141'S`^i7515d^i1^
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6.3 MULTIPLE SCATTERING RAIN PROPAGATION PROGRAM
The multiple scattering formulation for the rain problem
as developed in Chapter 5 has been coded into Fortran. The
block diagram of the Rain Multiple Scattering Program (RMP)
is shown in Fig. 1. The correspnding analytical development
and examples of computer results are discussed in Section
5.3.
The statement listing of the program follows.
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CALCLZATE
-+
e k'—
CALCLZATE
ISOLATION, ATTENUATION
SUBROUTINE
wlJi."
SUBROUTINE
OLTA.`iT
ORIGINAL PAGE [3
Input paramRtere of
	 OF POOR QUALITY
rain medium a4d incident
cave
Calculate Ex,	 SUBROUTINE
Comyonenta of incident	 COMFMT
vave
Output input parameters
Ro • 10, 160, 10
R rain rate in mm/h0
CALCCIAIE MEDIUM
SCATTERING TENSOR
K
SUBROUTINE
COEFF
FIND FILM-VALUES,	 SUBROUTINE
VECTORS OF K
	
-c1G9C
?LOT ISOLATION,	 SUBROUTINE
ATTE`TL'ATION vs. R	 `!AP0
STOP
Figure	 1. Block diagram of R.' program.
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O
in  x
O ZO
A -ac
r t 4^9
w
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
C
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE E VECTOR FIELD THAT COMES OUT
C FROM A RAIN CELL.. 	 It ALSO CALCULATES THE POLARIZATION
C DIRECTIONS OF THE	 INCIDENT NAVE THAT WILL PASS THROUGH
C I HE RAIN CELL UNCIIANGED.
C El	 IS THE	 INCIDENT  FIELD	 TO THE RAIN CELL
C IFIV	 IS THE VECTOR FIELD COMING OUT OF THE RAIN CELL
C L	 IS THE THICKNESS OF THE RAIN CELL IN METERS
C 1OKANG	 IS THE ELEVATION ANGLE OF THE SATELLITEi
C FREQ
	 IS TIIE FREQUENCY OF	 THE NAVE	 IN GIIZN
C S i GId IS THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE CANTING
C ANGLE Of THE RAIN DROPS
C THE IS THE AVERAGE CANTING ANGLE
C
cccccccCCCCCCccccccCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC'-C,:'C
COMPLEX	 F(2,2),EIGV(2),EIGVC(2,2),NI((2),DIAG(2,2),UNIT(2,2)
C,NA(2),EI(2,1),EFIN(2,1),EGVC(2,2),MATRI(2,2),IIATR2(2,2)
C,MAIR3(2,2)
COMPLEX	 FH, FV, FSI1, JA I , S(:1IIE, DI FF, ERI, 1 SOL,ATT
C,ERO,ELO,FVI,FV2,fH1,F112,DIFFI,DIFF2,FSHI,FSH2
(:,MINUSJ,EXC,EYC,EXX,LYX
REAL IiO,KO,LOKANG,L,LAM,ISOLDB,ISO(5.
C,AMODE (6 ),AI II)(52)
DATA AMODE/0.0,0.25,1.0,2.0,2.5,3.5/
COMMON/VAR/ ISI),RATE,ATIO
COMMON/BLOCl/ MINUSJ,CONV
COMMON/13LOi',2/ VYlACM
MINUSJ=(0.0,-1.0)
PI=3.1415927
CONV=P I / 181). 0
JAI=(0.0,1.0)
1
Lo	 P1=0. 4N
P2=0.6
C
C	 READ IN TPE VARIABLES OF	 CELL
c
15 REA0(5,999) 1OKANC,,TIIEI,a;.Z-ii;,!,NO,FREQ
IF(LOKANG.EQ.O.) GO TO 88
REAO(5,977) FPSW,TAUW,EPSC,TAUC,EPSX,TAUX
971 IORMAI(6F10.0)
41RITE(6,93)
WRITE(6,92) IIIE1,SIGMI,L
C
C	 READ THE INCIDENT VECTOR FIELD
O O
'77 X
4 G7
oz
A	 ^^^ r
c ^,D
4 C-n
On
-0OOX
fc
C
r
I
F-'
Ww
C
C	 READ(5,91) (EI(J.1),J=1,2),ISTAT
G 91 FORMAT('1(F4.1,1X),1X,11)
LOKANG=I.OKANG*P I / 180.
FHE=THE1*P1/1110.
SIGM=SIGM1*PI/180.
LAM=0.3/FREQ
1<0=2.'`PI/LAM
CALL COMI'NT(EPSW,TAUW,EI(1,1),EI(2,1))
CALL COMPNT(EPSC,TAUC,EXC,EYC)
CALL C014PN1 ( EPSX, FAt1X, EXX, EYX)
EYC=CONJG(EYC)
EYX=CONJG(EYX)
VWACM=CAIIS(EXC*E I ( 1, 1)+EYC*E I (2, 1) )
CALL ERROR ( S I GM, ER1, 2. )
SC1- IIE=CFXP(JAI*2.*THE)*ER1*EX 1 1 2.*(SI GM- *2))/2.
C
C
	
CAICULATE THE AVERAGE OF COS(2.G*TIIETA) , SIN(2.*THETA)
C
CTIIE=REAL(SC 111E )
l,TIIE=A I MAC(SCTHE )
STIIE=O.O
CTIIE=EXP(-2."(SIGM**2))
HR I TE(6, 777 ) CTIIE
777 FORMA7(1X,F15.3)
1K=9
DO 50 IJK=1,50
RO=10.+145.*(IJK-1)/50.
IK=1K+1
N
DO 66 1=1,2
00 66 J=1,2
66 F(I,J)=(0.0,(1.0)
DO 65 J=1,2
Al_=0. 8*1.
R=RO*((RO/10.)**(-0.66))
IF(J.EQ.2) AL=L*0.2
IF(J.EQ.2) R=RO
DO 65 1=1,5
AM0I?EI=AMO0E(I)+0.001
AMODE2=AMODE(1+1)
CALL COEF(FREQ,AMODEI,FVI,FHI,FSIII,DIFFI,LOKANG,R)
OO
nz
-0 _a5
o°z
M Dr
r
Ora
CALL COEF(FREQ,AMODE2,FV2,FH2,FSH2,DIFF2,LOKANG,R)
FV=FV2-FV1
FH=FH2-FH1 s0
F^11=FSH2-FSH i
DIFF=DIFF2-DIFF1
F(1, 1)=F(1, 1)+(P1*FSII+P2*((FH+FV)/2. -DI FF
C*CTIIE/2.)) *AL*NO
F(2,2)-F(2,2)+(P1*FSH+P2*((FV+FII)/2.+DIFF
C*CTIIE/2.))*AL"NO
F(1,2)=F(1,2)+(P2*DIFF	 )*Al.*NO*STHE/2.
In
65 CONTINUE 0O^
F(1, 1)=2.*PI*F(1, 1)/i<O i
F(2,2)=2.*PI*F(2,2)/K0 'C
F(2,1)=2. * I'I*F(2,1)/KO ID- f 7
F(1,2)=F(2,1)
C
C	 FIND THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF THEPROPAGATION
C	 IENSOR F
C
_7
t^ L...,.lrr.
CALL EIGCC(F,2,2,1,EIGV,EIGVC,2,NK,IER1)
DIAG(1,1)=CEXP(—JAI*EIGV(1))
C	 DIAG(1,1)=1.—.JAI*E.IGV(1)
C	 DIAG(2,2)=1.—JAI*EIGV(2)
DIAG(2,2)=C£XP(—JAI*EIGV(2)
DO 10 1=1,2
DO 10 J=1,2
If(I.EQ.J) GO TO 10
DIAG( I,J)=(0.(`,0.0)
i	 10 CONTINUE
w DO 20 1=1,2
DO 20 J=1,2
IINIT(I,J)=(0.0,0.0)
IF(I.EQ.J) UNIT(I,J)=(1.0,0.0)
20 CONTINUE
DO 30 1=1,2
DO 30 J=1,2
30 EGVC(I,J)=EIGVC(I,J)
C
0 O
O
(O
1s^7
46;
1
C	 FIND THE INVERSE OF THE MATRIX OF EIGENVECTORS
C	 AND THEN CALCULATE EXP(F*L) * INCIDENT VECTOR FIELD
C
,O '9
r f^i1
it
CALL I.EQTIC(EIGVC,2,2,UNIT,2,2,0,WA,IER)
CALL MULT(EGVG,2,2,DIAG,2,MATR1)
GAIL MULT(MATR1,2,2,UNIT,2,MATR3L
CALL MUI-T(MATR3,2,2,EI,I,EFIM)
IF(iK.L1- .10) CO TO 150
WRITE(6,97) IiO,FREQ
97 FORMAT(1X,/,'FOR RAIN RATE',F5.1,'Mti /IIR AND FREQUENCY',F5.1,
C' GHZ THE UNDEPOLARIZED POLARIZATION DIRECTIONS ARE:')
DO 55 J=1,2
i WRITE(6,96) (UNI1(I,J),I=1,2)
W	 96	 101tMA1(IX,'(',F5.2,'+JA ',F5.2,') XO + (',F5.2,v
C'+.IAI',F5.2,') YO')
55 CONTINUE
IK=O
150 CONTINUE
CALL OUTANI'(EFIN(1,l),EFIN(2,I),EXC,EYC,EXX,EYX,ISOLDB,ATTDB
C, PIIAS )
ISDI IJK)= IS01-DB
ATTD(IJK)=ATTDB
RAFE(IJK)=R0
50 CONTINUE
CALL MAP
ac
R7
CC
ro
n^r ^
WRITE(6,8) (ISD(J),ATTD(J),RATE(J),J=1,20)
B	 FORMAT(5X,3F10.3)
GO TO 15
999 FOIIMAT(3F5.2,F8.2,F12.3,F6.3)
92 FORMAT(5X,'TIIE AVERAGE CANTING ANGLE:',F5.2,5X,
C'TIIE STANDARD DEV. OF 111E CANTING ANGLE:',F5.2,/,
C5X, THE EFFECTIVE LENG111',F8.2)
93 FORMAT( 1110, 15X,' T11E VARA I BLESS OF TIIE RAIN CLOUD ARE'//)
88 STOP
i
h-+
W
Do
END
SUBROIIFINE 14UL1(A,N,M,B,M1,C)
IIS SUBROUTINE MULTIPLIES TWO COMPLEX MATRICES
COMPLEX A(N,M),B(M,Mi),C(N,M1),SUM
Ito 10 I=1,N
DO 10 J=1,M1
00
^ 47
O
;r
40c `"-3. 0r"
SuM=(O.O,O.0)
DO 20 IJ=1,M
20 SUM=SUM+A(I,IJ)*B(IJ,J)
10 C(I,J)=SUM
RETURN
END
L'
C
SUBROUTINE ERHOR(SIGM,ER,ALFA)
C
W	 C	 1111S SUBROUTINE CAI CIILATES THE ERROR FUNCTION OF
C	 A COMPLEX VARIABLE AND IT USES THESE RESULTS TO
C CALCULATE THE COMPLEX COEFFICIENTS OF THE AVERAGE
C	 COS( ALFA* PHI) AND S I N( ALFA- Pill) WIIERE Pill IS
C	 A RANDOM VARIABLE WITH NORMAL DISTRIBUTION (O,SIGM)
C
COMPLEX ER,JAI,ZI,Z2,Z,ZS,W1,W2,X3
JAI=(0.0,1.0)
Z1=3.3553-JAI*ALFA*SIGM/SQRT(2.)
Z2=-3.3553-JAI*Ali"A*SIGM/SQRT(2.)
Z=JAI*Zl
ZS=Z*Z
kl
c`.
1
i
G
W1=-Z1*((0.4613135/(ZS-0.1901635))+(0.099'
C1.78411927))+(0.002883894/(ZS-5.52531137)))
W2=2.*CEXP (JAI*5.*ALFA*SIGM)
X3=JAI*AIMAG(Z2*Z2)
ER=W2*CEXP(-X3)-CONJG(WI)*CEXP(-Z2*Z2)-W1*CEXP(-Z1*Z1)
RETURN
END
O 0
'n ,u
o^
0 :a
a^^99'
r-
4 4!
C
C
SUHROUFINE MAP
0 C
C	 1111S  SUBROUTINE PI OTS ATTENUATION AND
C	 ISOLATION VERSUS RAIN RATE
C
REAL (SD(52),RATE(52),ATTD(52)
COMMON/VAR/ ISD,RATE,ATTD
CALL PLOTS(0,0,50)
CALL SCALE( RATE , 8.0,50,1)
CALL SCALE(ISD,6.0,50,1)
CAI 1. SCALE(AITD,6.0,50,1)
CALL PLOT(2.0,2.0,-3)
CAIL AXIS(0.0,0.0,911RAIN RATE,-9,8.0,0.0,RATE(51),RATE(52))
rC
C
C
C
C
C
CALL AXIS(0.0,0.0,9HISOLATION,9,6.0,90.0,ISD(51),ISD(52))
CALL I_INE(RATE,ISD,50,1,0,0)
CALL PI.OT(0.0,0.0,+999)
CALL PLOTS(0,0,50)
CALL PLOT(2.0,2.0,-3)
CALL AXIS(0.0,0.0,911RAIN RATE,-9,8.0,0.0,RATE(51),RATE(52))
CALL AXIS(0.0,0.0,1111ATTENUATION,11,6.0,90.O,ATTD(51),ATTD(52))
CALL L.INE(RATE,ATTD,50,1,0,0)
CALi_ PLOT(0.0,0.0,+999)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE COEF(FREQ,AMDDE,FV,FII,FSPH,DIFF,LOKANC,R)
THIS SUBROUTINE RETURNS TO THE CALLING PROGRAM TIIE SCATTERING
COEFFICIENTS FOR SPIIERICAL AND OBLATE RAIN DROPS.
TIIE COEFFICIENTS ARE A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY AND DROP SIZE
AND ELEVATION ANGLE. THE COEFFICIENTS USED ARE THOSE OF UZUNOGLU,
FVANS AND 1101 1. I If I S I S A MOD I F I ED VERS I ON OF THE
C
c
Ci
^ r
00C 
7A
C	 SUBROUTINE DEVELOPED BY PRESINGER AND STUTZMAN.
C
COMPLEX CMPLX
REAL IOKANG
C
COMPLEX FV, FII, FSPH, DI FF
DOUBLE PRECISION U22,U33,U44,U55,AK1,AK2,AK3,AK4,AK5
AK=-8.2*(R**(-0.21))
AKI=EXP(AKkAMODE)/AK
C
N	 IF(AMODE.LT.O.25) AMODF=0.25
I	 ^
IF(AMODE.LE.O.25) GO TO 100
iF((INT(FREQ).EQ.11).AND.(AMODE.GT.3.5)) AMORE=3.5
IF((INT(FREQ).EQ.1 11).AND.(AMODE.GT.3.5)) AMODE=3.5
IF((INT(FREQ).EQ.20).AND.(AMODE.GT.3.0)) AMODE=3.0
IF((INT(FREQ).EQ.30).AND.(AMODE.GT.3.0)) AMODE=3.0
IF((It1T(FREQ).EQ.20).AFID.(AF10DE.GT.3.0)) GO TO 100
IF((INI(FREQ).EQ.30).AND.(AMODE.GT.3.0)) GO TO 100
C
U11=AMORE
U22=AMORE**2
U33=AMORE**3
00
1'1 ,-u
'0 25
O
a
4
O O
n70
-C
O r
73 r
bo 10
r m
l
I	 1
U4 ►1=AMOUE**4
U55=AM0DE**5
AK2=AK**2
AK3=AK**3
AK4=AK**4
AK5=AK**5
U1=(U11-1./AI()
U2=(U22-2.*U11/AK+2.0/AK2)
U3=(1133-3.*U22/AK+6.*U11/AK2
C-6.0/AK3)i
WU4=(U44-4.*U33/AK+12.*U22/AK2-
C24.*011/AK3+211./AK4)
U5=(U55-5.*U411/AK+20.*U33/AK2
C-60.*U22/AK3+120.*U11/AK4-120./AK5)
GO TO 101
1L`0 U1=AMOI)f
U2=(AMODE-*2)
U3=(AMORE**3)
U4=(AMODE**4)
U5=(AMOOE**5)
101 CONTINUL
C
C
C
C	 11.0 GII1 COEFFICIENTS
C
IF(INT(FREQ).NE.11) GO TO 1
C
1
	 is	 SPHERICAL DROP COEFFICIENTS
C
1	
IF(AMODE..GT.1.00) GO TO 10
	 r
	
O O
C
	
ri
-a
E01{=-0.0020548+0.01638947*U1-0.0417568 *U2+0.08832213*U3
	
O
FUI 0.00251511+0.01928553*U1-0.0456816*U2+0.03655147*U3
	
x0i
GO TO 11
	
^O u
10 CONTINUI
	 A f -'^
C
	
4
FOR=-1.2.8155706+2.83287718*U1-2.07399678*U2+0.601,90887*U3
1 -0. 00 9 8 11 1 911*u-i-0.01096165*U5
E01=2.60278025-7.524311662*U1+8.14691632*U2-4.12133971*U3
1+0.99089461*04-0.08731788*0
c
60 TO 12
11 CONTINUE
C
C
	
OBLATE DROP COEFFICIENTS
C
1
F-'
1	 C
C
EV90R=-('r.001322+0.01036867*U1-0.025372*U2+0.07072533*U3
EV901=-(.1 .002 11306+0.01861967*U 1-0.0 1 1 1 10232*U2+0.03507413 *U3
E1190R=-0.002368110.01878307*U1-0.04737011*U2+0.09255573*U3
E11901=-0.0030366+0.02320527*U1-0.0546296*U2+0.04299093*U3
1)1 F FR=-1 ► . 00101164+0.0084144 *i11-0.021998 11*U2+0. 0218301: *U3
DIFF1=-0.000606+0.0045856*U1-,1.0106064*U2+0.0079168*U3
60 TO 1000
12 CON IINUE
Op
-Q0.5
;^
1O
C ^
EV90R=-0.3653892+0.325110943*U1+0.45280976*U2-0.53907398*113 	 m
1+0.20309215*U11-0.02432204,*U5
EV901=2.20618555-6.19251766*U1+6.1 ► 3873903*U2-3.090414*U3
1+0.70600211*1111-0.0607173*U5
E1190R=2.09022106-7.073115119*U1+9,03639726*U2-5.33156215*U3
1+1.49e161:23*U4-0.15747063*U5
Fl19Ol=3.2865111122-9.68217951*U1+10.71102231*U2-5.5491184*U3
00
n ;u
-D L?
O a
C
> o
r it
4 c,
a
i	 1
1+1.366911565*U4-0.125121;66*U5
OIFF1=1.080311369-3.x18962081*U1+4.2722407*U2-2.45868344*U3
+0.66093861*U4-0.06440592*U5
of
0
	 r
r
IFIAMODE.G1.2.0) GO TO 120
DIFFR=--0.32599997+0.7531995*U1-0.57039996*U2+0.15039999*U3
GO TO 1000
?0 CONTINUE
DIFFR=11.911200847-14.593311299*U1+5.80600359*U2-0.7346671*U3
GO TO 1000
I CONTINU,
14 GIIZ COEFFICIENTS
/^'"	
^	
^-^—.—___	 _P...a+^—_ _ ._ was. o	 ._ -•-	
_	 .
IF(INI(FREQ).NE.14) GO TO 2
C'
C	 SPHERICAL_ DROP COEFFECIENTS
C
IF(AMODE.GT.1.00) GO TO 20
C
FOR=-0.001376+0.012776*U1-0.0110136*U2+0.128736*U3
EOI=-1).008796+0.06731467*UI-0.1"88*U2+0.12418133*U3
c
60 TO 21
1
	
29 CONT:MUE	
O
C	 '^ _^
EOR=-12.13107993+34.85683676 *U1 --37.84887378*U2+19.48995359*U3 o
1-4.69149894 *U 11+O. +12548477*U5	 :0 1-
EOI=-8.4550178+22.97909617*U1-23.38444001*U2+11.09553161*U3 	
o1-2.4169 11538*U4+0. 1990766 11*U5'
	 T rn
C
	
	 74
GO TO 22
21 CONTINUE
C
C	 OBLATE DROP COEFFICIENTS
C
r=7 11-7-71 G7 ^'
	 G7r=
EV90R=-0.0002118+0,00335467*U1-0.013928*U2+0.10002133*U3
EV901=-0.0081136+0.961155867*U1-0.152256*U2+0.11893333*U3
E1190R= -0.000656+0.007656*01
-0.029656 *U2+0.122656*U3
E11901=-O.u10366+0.079154*Ui-0.18596*U2+0.143$72*U3
DIFFR=-0,0001108+0.00430133*U1-0.015728*U2+0.Oz263467*03
OIFFI=-0.00193+0.01459533*U1-0.0337011*U2+0,021193867*U3
00 TO 1000
22 CONTINUE
C
N
C
EV90R=-4.1181193663+12.451181829*U1-12.90182271*U2+6.32901913*U3
1-1.112805671 *U4 +0.11875301*U5
EV901=-0.1923376+0.3425 32*U1-0.196242*U2+0.071168968*U3
F(AMODE.GT.2.5) GO TO 24
E1190I=1.10278458-3.74696237*U1+4.480112001*U2-2.229611317*U3
1+0.42010037*04
0I1-FR=-0.152681104+0.398308115*U1-0.3527571*U2+0.117670111*U3
C
C
O
AD
b k^
r m
C1.
00
Q ice"
0019
C Vr
tom"- Fri
DiFFI=-1.29960041+2.93303524*U1-2.15255009*U2+0,5206384*U3
C
IF(AMODE.GT.2.00) GO TO 25
C
E119OR. -1.02599992+2.30733317*U1-1.60799988*U2+0.426666h'U3
r.
GO TO 1000
24 CONTINUE
C
El190I=2.51001033-2.03000022*U1+0.62000004*U2
~	 OIFFR=-15.85152202+18,27189723*U1-6.68140666*U2+0.79411153*U3
DIFF1=22.32321586-44.48681+158*U1+30.17926125*U2-8.46925565*Us
1+0.85300427 *1)11
C
GO TO 1000
25 CONTINUE
E:
E1190R=- 19.65 +20.6567*U1-6.66*U2+0.6933*U3
C
GO TO 1000
2 CONTINUE
C
C	 20 GIIZ COEFFICIENTS
C
Op
'» OO^oa
^r0  -r
ar fir{
4 I.
IF(INT(FREQ).NE.20) GO TO 3
C
C	 SF°IIERICAI_ DROP COEFFICIENTS
C
IF(AMODE.GI.1.0) GO TO 30
C
FOR=0.020295-0.145276*U1+0.297656*U2+0.008224*U3
G
E01=-0.015488+0.12709133*U1-0.334568*U2+0.30583467*U3
i C
Ln	 GO TO 31
0
30 CONTINUE
c
EOR=3.35567152-8.61818659*U1+7.8157989'IU2-2.68217917*U3
1+0.3108073*UII
EOI=1.85636463°3.70750898*U1+2.19599302*U2-0.25148145*U3
C
GO TO 32
31 CONTINUE
C
C	 OBLATE COEFFICIENTS
C
00In ;
O
,o v
cI_px
r furl
:10
I
wr-
Ln
I
EV90R=0.02454800-0.17912133*U1+0.3844118*U2-0.07447467*U3
EV901=-0.013492+0.11190533*U1-0.299032*U2+0.27853867*U3
E1190R=0.02282-0.16596667*U1+0.34976*U2-0.03061333*U3
EN901=-0.015178+0.12623933*U1-0.33848*U2+0.31533867*U3
DiFFR=0.000072+0.001751167*U1-0.015488*U2+0,03426133*U3
OIFFI=-0. 001686+0.014334*U1-0.0391148*U2+0.0368*U3
GO TO 1000
32 CONTINUE
£V90R=1.56037246-3.97019757*111+3.66524972*U2-1.24458239*U3
1+0.14526662*U4
EV901=11.773761163-13.63610787*U1+111.83397997*U2
1-7.66136891*U3+1.96881573*U4-0.19749381*U5
E1190R=4.63026679-11.973711109*U1+11.0254653*U2
1-4.0050613*U3+0.50244373*U4
E11901=-1.5390057+6.3417866*U1-9.35328879*U2+6.20987895*U3
1- 1.74544867 *U11 +0.17820925*U5
DIFFR=3.069891128-8.003511339*U1+7.36021547*U2
c
c
^.w
1-2.76047886*U3+0.3571771*U4
DIFFI=-6.31274803+19.97783334*U1-24.1872053*I}2+13.8712166*U3
1-3.71425705*U+1+0.3757024*U5
C
GO TO 1000
3 CONIINUF
C
IF(INI(FREQ).NE.30) GO TO 2000
C
C	 30 GIIZ COEFFICIENTSiN	 C
U
C	 SPIIERICAL DROP COEFFICIENTS
G
if(AMODE.GT.1.0) GO TO 40
C
EOR=0.028004-0.221564*U1+0.530744*U2+0.022816*U3
EO1=-0.(107072+0.09329866*U1-0.390112*U2+0.55688533*U3
C
GO TO 41
l ► (I CONTINUE
C
FOR=-1.95096901+3.4107597*U1-0.82790307*U2- 0.39982485*U3
O
'17 L7
O Z3
1O
D
r ^
u;
1+0.1291964*U4
E01 =5.77798866 - 16.3876166 *U1+16.10102407*U2-6.06482662*U3
1+0.82747918*U4
C
•'^"
	
	 GO TO 42
41 CON T I NIIE
C
C	 OBLATE DROP COEFFICIENTS
C
£V90R=0.03542-0.2838733*U1+0.7038*U2-0.15834666*U3 7u0
WEV901=0.013876-0.064756*U1-0.02690 1►*U2+0.290784*U3 O	 j
'	 E1190R=0.031652 -0. 252652*U1 +0.614952*U2-0.049952*U3 0;a ("
E11901=-0.000532+0.04746533*U1-0.299512*U2+0.50957867*U3 1p Its
G X+
DIFFR=-0.003168 +(1. 03122133*U1-0.0888118*I12+0.10839467*U3
r
OIFF1=-0.014408+0.11222133*U1-0.272608*U2+0.21879116M_''.
C
GO TO 1000
1 12 CONTINUE
C
EV9011= 3.93161268-10.97208846*U1+11.43870068*U2
1-4. 78953064*U3+0. 69447892*1111
EV901=3.127291)55-9.082119632*U1+9.162116329*U2
91.
E1190R=-6.97583584+16.79179963*U1-13.53607686*U2
1+4.63811851'vJ3-0.57535653*Uli
LH90I=-1.39373246+1.72736066*U1-0.111076091*U2+0.05474057*U3
UIFFR=-10.9071!!io51+27,76388807*U1-24.97477753*U2
1+9. 11216 1 1918*U3-1 . 269835115*U4
DIFFI=5.339811552-17.20920477*U1+20.78125111*U2
1-3.47227982*113+0.47789632 *Ufi
i
r-}
Lrl
	
1-11.611360435*U3+3.07942984*U4-0.30370378*U5
0O
m
O ^
O^
rO
C
177^
U t. I
C
1000 CONTINUL
c
ALP11=1.576796-LOKANG
CSLA=0.001*COS(ALPII)**2
SNIA=0.001*SIN(ALPH)**2
FVR=CSLA*COR+SNLA*EV90R
FV1=-CSI.A*EOI-SNLA*EV901
FIIR=CSLA*EOR+SNLA*EH90R
Fli 1=-CS1_A*EO I -SNLA*E1i941
DIFFR=-SNLA*DIFFR
i
DIFFI=SNLA*DIFFI
E0R=0.001*FOR
E01=-0.001*EOI
C
r ►'	 FV=CMPLX(FVR,FVI)*AK1
FH=CMPI-X( FHR, FHI ) "AK1
FSPH=(;MPLX(EOR,E01)*AK1
MIFF=CMPLX(DIFFR.DIFFI)*AK1
I
1—'
l.11
lJt
I
C
GO TO 3000
G
2000 WIME(6, 2001 )
2001 FORMAT(//,3X,'FREQUENCY NOT ALLOWED, ONLY 11,111,20,30 GHZ ALLOWED'
1)
C
STOP
3000 CONTINUE
C
RETURN
END
C
C
00
M ^t
00 -0
4 (r
..	 -.r_	 '--'-•'-^.. __.- 	 ^	 err:^aa..r:^iu^tf,•^h.HinglMn--f^.,:d ..._..r..^.-^.... ..^.. .._	 -	 -	 - •-	 _ .
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SUBROUTINE OUTANT(EXN,EYN,EXC,EYC,EXX,EYX,ISOLI,ATTENI,PHASEI)
C
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE TAKES 111E X AND Y COMPONENTS OF THE WAVE EXITING
C	 THE RAIN CELL. (EXN,EYN) AND USES TIIE COMPLEX VECTOR METHOD
C	 TO COMPUTE VALUES FOR ATTENUATION, ISOLATION, AND PHASE AS A
C	 RESULT Of THE RAIN MEDIUM AND POLARIZATION MISMAICH EFFECTS OF THE
C	 RECEIVE ANTENNA
C	 TIIIS DATA IS STORED IN PROGRA14 MEMORY FOR LATER OUTPUT
O	 THIS SUBROUTINE WAS WRITTEN BY PRESINGER. 	 Op
c	
'd ^
VWPAC=EXN*EXC + EYN*EYC
VWPAX=EXN*EXX + EYN*EYX
OO
A '.y
1s1
irn r
tR^aP•
ISOL1=20.*ALOG10(VWPACM/VWPAXM)
GO TO 11
10 CONTINUE
VWI'AXP=0.0
VWPACR=REAL(VWPAC)
VWPACI=AIMAG(VWPAC)
VVIPACM-CABS(VWPAC )
VWPACR=AFAN2(VWPACI,VWPACR)
VWPACP=VWPACR/CONV
VWI'AXI(=REAL( VWPAX )
VWI'AXI=AIMAG(VWPAX)
VWPAXM=CA8S(Vb1PAX )
IF(VWPAX14.CQ.0.0) GO TO 10
V111'AXR=ATAN2 ( VWPAX I , VWPACR )
VWPAXP=VWPACR/CONV
IF(VWPAXM.LE.0.000001) VWPAXP=0.0
C
C
i	 C
r-'
In
C
00
0-.
©^
p ^C
E7 Po:
Z4
" ^ ^ ^ r^ ^'"''"7 ^ ^ tom,.] CD C..^7 D f.`^ C1 ^l '^^1 !-7 ^"7 ^'''^ ^^ L' 	 !'^!
ISOL1=999.99
•	 11 CONTINUE
FI	 c
PI IASEI = VWPAXP—VWPACP
^	 C
IF(PIIASEI.LT.O.0) PIIASEI=PHASE1+360.0
C
C
c
C
C
ATTEN1=20.*AIOG10(VWACM/VWPACM)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE COMPNTIEPS,TAU,EX,EY)
11115 SUBROUTINE RETURNS THE X AND Y COMPONENTS GIVEN AN EPSILON
AND TAU ( IN DEGREES( DESCRIBING AN ARBITRARY POLARIZATION STATE
COMPLEX EY, EY
COMPLEX MINUS.)
COMMON/BLOC1/MINUSJ,CONV
C
C
tL
un
Co
G
C
E?SR=EPS*CONV
TAUR=TAU*CONV
I F(ABS( EPSR) . EQ. ( 115. *CONY) ) GO TO 1
IF(EPSR.EQ.0.) GO TO 2
I F (TAIIR , EQ . 0 . ) GO TO 3
1f(TAUA.EQ.( 90.*CONV)) GO TO 4
T1-1AN(2.*EPSR)
T2=S I.4(2. * FAUR )
OE(_TR=ATAN2( T1, 12)
GAtIR=0.5*A(iCOS(COS(2*EPSR)*COS(2*TAUR))
GO TO 100
1 DELTi =2.11EPSR
GAMR=45.*CONV
GO TO 100
2 DELTR=O.
GAMR=IAIIR
GO TO 1UO
c
C
wi 00_m
-0 O
O °^
.C7 '17
C +
^ r^
CRETURN
END
MR. 91 01
3 DEI.TR=SIGN(1.,EPSR)*90.*CONV
GAMR=ABS(EPSR)
GO TO 100
4 DCLTR=SiGN(1.,EPSR)*90.*CONV
GAMR=90.*CONV-ABS(EPSR)
100 CONTINUE
EX=COS(GAMii )
EY=SIN(GAMII)*CEXP(-MINUSJ*DELTR)
C
